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Àbstract

This thesis seeks to analyse how Third hlorld hlomen are
constructed within two Australian development agencies
ÀusAID and Community Aid Abroad. Beginning with an overview
of lrlomen In Development approaches, it then locates the topic
within the 'hlest and the Rest' discourse and the Western
feminist discourse. lrTomen and developrnent policies of the two
agencies are deconstructed in order to reveal how they
reinforce constructions of Third Worl-d vüomen. To further
illustrate this, four projects funded by Community Aid abroad
are analysed, along with promotional brochures produced by the
agency. This textual analysis demonstrates the need for
development agencies to recognise how the cornplex
intersections of power and knowledge within a discourse
operate to construct Third ltorld htomen through the eyes of the
ttest. This thesis seeks to show the relevance of feminism and
postmodernism to development agencies and their Ìlromen and
development policies.
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1. Introduction

This thesis is the product of a number of years of

thinking about úüomen in Developrnent (WID) policies and how

Third World hromen are represented within those policies in

Australian development agencies.' In L992, the Àustralian

government's overseas aid department, AusÀID (then called

ÀIDAB), produced a statement t,itled rrWomen's needs a

priorityr'. In this the then Miníster for Trade and overseas

Development, John Kerin, spoke about the current review of

AIDAB's !{ID policy. The [rfID policy recognised the ttkey role

women ptay in society and the economy [and that] ... the

development process must include ldomen's needs and preferences

if development is to be equitable and sustainablerr.2 lilhat was

not clear r,ras what a 'priority' acÈually constituted, who

defined women's 'needs', and what was really meant by a 'key

rolet.
About the same time, Community Aid Abroad (cAÀ), âD

Àustralian non-government aid orqanisation (NGo), released a

brochure promoting its monthly donation program entitled "WiIl
womên get your aid?tr. The brochure highlighted that women in

Third lVorld count,ries often work harder than men for less

'References to developrnent agencies throughout the thesís
refer to lÍestern agencies, unless specifíed as NGOs from
developing countries.

'ÀIDAB, lr!üomen's Needs a Priorityrr, Minister for Trade
and Overseas Development News Re1ease, 2I July, 1.992.
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income and that rrif you want to help break the cycle of

poverty, the participation of women slrould be of prime

importance in the choice of projects you supportrr.' Again,

rdomen are of 'prime importancë', and are seen to be a key

component to development overall. These t^tomen ütere presented

as a homogenous group, and the emphasis Ì¡vas on what our aid

could do for them, and how it made us feel.

À couple of years later an AIDÀB booklet was published

called Equal Partners: Gender Awareneqs and Àustralian

DevetoBment Cooperation. The introduction of this booklet

referred to the 'central role' that women must play for an

ecologicatly sustainable development, and asserted that
rrseeing $romen as equal partners and investing in women makes

economic senserr . n The title of the booklet hras slightly

ambiguous because while it was referring to equal

participation for boÈh men and hromen, the introduction asserts

that rrequal partnership tfor womenl in development means equal

access to decision-naking to shape the development agendarr.

It is not clear whether 'equal partners' is thus also meant

to signify that AIDAB believes that an equal partnership

between themselves and the wornen that they are 'investing in'

is possible in the future. This is reinforced by ÀusÀID's

prirnary mission of trAustralíans building a better world in

'cÀ4, trWitt hromen get your aid?tt AWARE brochure.
.ÀIDAB, Equal Partners: Gender Àwareness and Australian

Development Cooperation (Canberra: ÀIDÀB, n.d.) l-.



partnership with the people of developing countriesrr.u 
3

Referring to WID policies as an 'investment' in Third

hlorld trromen that 'makes economic sense' vtas also an

interesting choice of words. The use of these terms in this,

and the previous examples, convinced rne that language btas an

important component in how Third Wor1d women htere represented

in, or constructed by, aid agencies. From this I decided to

look furÈher into how IafID policies in Àustralian development

agencies have portrayed Third [¡lorld women, througth both the

policies themselves, and the promotional material that

accompanies them. To narrow the topic dostn I have chosen to

analyse only two Australian development agrencies, ÀusÀID and

cÀÀ'.

Using feninist and postmodern research methods, I want

to raise questions about how a Western development agency,

located within the doninant discourse of the 9üest, constructs

Third lrlorld women. The díscourse of the West places Third

Ialorld hromen in the position of tOther', as 'different', and

lrlestern feminism has þeen criticised for attempting to locate

Third World hromen as a 'special' issue, or by assuning that

a1-1. women's needs and experiences wiII be encompassed by those

expressed by Western vÍomen.'

Using deconstructive techniques I wiII analyse texts

5ÀIDAB, rrCorporate Planz 1-994-L996tt, 5.

"See, for example, Minh-ha, 1-987, Mohanty, 1-991- and
Parpart, L993.
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produced by the two development agencies and argue that this

construction serves to locate Third World women ín unequal

positions within the dominant discourse. This thesis raises

many more questions than it answers, but it does indicate new

arêas for investigation. It also reveals positive steps that

can be taken by Australian developrnent, agencies to better

recognise the pohrer relations that exist between aid agencies

and Third hlorld women using the tools offered by postmodernism

and feminism.

This thesis asserts that, without this greater

understanding, the language through which Thírd lilorld women

are constructed 'under ûVestern eyes' will continue to produce

stereotyped images. It also raises the question of whether

images of Third Wortd htomen can ever be anything but

constructions of the West while the inequalities of the

relationship between the donor agency and the recipient Third

l{ortd community rernain. To question beyond this goes beyond

the scope of this thesis, but the raising of issues is the

first step toward openíng up the debate.

While questions are also raised about how [rfID policies

and proJects are effected in practice, analysís of this would

ínvotve interaction with agency field representatives and the

'recipient' communities themsel-ves in order to fully examine

both the effects of a project and what a 'successful' project

would entail. Merely analysing project evaluations of an

agency would be insufficient to provide an in-depth study of
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projects. Given the length of this thesís, and the

complexities involved in undertaking the above, I have focused

on a textual analysis of the policies and projects themselves.

However, this did raise some difficulties in the thesis at

times l^then questions were raised that could only be answered

by an exarnination of how the project itself was administered

or what the communities themsetves thought about the project.

The thesj-s is structured in the following htay. Chapter

two briefly outlines the background of l{omen in Development

(I¡üID) and Gender and Development (GAD) theories as they have

evolvêd over the past twenty years. Chapter three discuSses

key terms and the theoretical issues within which this Èhesis

is located, while chapter four presents the method that I am

usingr. ChapÈers five and six analyse the WIDIGÀD policies of

AusAID and CAA, and examine in greater detail how Third l¡lorld

hromen arê constructed through four CfiÀ-funded projects in

India and Bangladesh, and a number of publications that CÀÀ

produces.

N.B. The use of the slash (/) in this thesis is used on
the whole in a mãnner eonsistent with a number of works
drawing from postmodern theories. It is used to signify binary
opposites, such as truth,lfalsity, while at other tirnes is used
to indicate how language Ie.rrdevelopment/modernisai.iofit, is
constructed in the hlest as eq oÍI,
however this is not neeessaril the
word.

In other instances within this thesis the slash is used
as an abbreviation of a concept that has previously been
referred to in full. For example, rrWest,/Rest discourserr, which
ri¡as previously referred to as ¡f the !{est and the Rest
discourserr. tthlIDlGADrr is used to indicate that the terms WID
(Women In Development) and cAD (Gender And Development) are
often used by development agencies without any real
distinction between them' being understood.
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2. ûÍonen and Developnent - Àn Overview

Introduction

In order to analyse the construction of Third ûrlorld women

within development agency policies, a brief look at the

different approaches towards women used in development is

necessary. It is also important to recognise how those

different approaches themselves are constructed, and how

projects under these different approaches have failed to

vatidaÈe the experiences and needs of Third fiTorld tvomen.

Alternative ways of approaching btomen and development wilt

also be discussed.

The welfare approach

The hlstory of tfromen in development programs, before it

became l<nown as WID (hlomen In Development), began after World

ülar II. At that time aid was given to war widows specifically

so that they could care for their families. This welfare

approach hras then repJ.icated in programs f or Third Talorld

countries, with htomen seen as having only a reproductive role
e

in society - that is, cendring around child rearing, feeding

the famity and maintaining the household. This approach is

stíIt practised within some projects. Writes Townsend, rrthe

welfare approach is not dead in development practice, nor ís

it dead in the development literature. It should be. Women

as passive receivers of 'development' are sínpty a false model
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of realitytt.' Gender roles and societal structures fail- to be

challenged in any way by the welfare approach.

Changes in the approach to lruomen and development camê

about in the L97o's. A major catalyst was Boserup's ground-

breaking work !ìlomen's RoÌe in Economic Developrnent, published

in 1-97o.8 The book argued for the first time that development

had had negative effects on hlomen and ignored their role in

the 'productive' (as opposed to only their 'reproductive'
role) sector of society.' oespite timitationsr'o Boserup's

work highlighted the issue of women and development as a topic

in urgent need of discussion and recognition.

L976-85 $tas named the United Nations Women's Decadè, and

International Conferences hrere held in l-975, l-980' l-985. (The

conferences have continued with the latest conference held in

l-995). The term 'WID' developed from the hlomen's Decade and

a number of approaches greüt from this approaches that are

inter-related, but stilt need to be seen as separate. À1I of

'Janet Townsend, rrGender Studies: I¡lhose Agenda?rr Beyond
the Impasse: New Directions in Development Theory, êd. Frans
J. Schuurman (Londonz Zed, L993) L7L.

'Ester Boserup, Wonan's Role in Economic Development (New
York: St Martins I L97O).

'Rosi Braidottí, Ewa Charkiewícz, Sabine Hausler and
Saskia Wieringa, Women, the Environnent and Sustainable
Development: Towards a Theoretical Synthesis, (London: Zed,
r9e4) 78.

'osee Lourdes Beneria and Gita Sen, rrClass and Gender
Inequalities and ülomen's RoIe in Economic Development: Boserup
Revisited,rr Siqrns , 7.2 (l-981-): 279-98. AIso Braidotti, L994,
79.
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the approaches are utilised in some form by agencies today.

The equíty approach

The first of these is the equity approach. Within this

approach lvomen are viewed as active participants in the

development process rather than recipients of handouts, and

the 'triple roler of women is recognised. By 'triple role'

is meant that hlomen work in the productive sphere, Èhe

reproductive sphere, and the community Sphere." Similar to

the roles of many women in Ï¡lestern society, many Third ülorld

bromen work outside of the home, either growing subsistence

crops or in a paid capacity, inside the home caring for

children, preparing meals and maintaining the home, and

finatty, they also assume the role of link between household

and community, i.e. by ensuring rrthe provision and maintenance

of scarce resources of collective consumption, such as water,

health care and educationrr.l2 The objective of the equity

approach is to províde access for women to employment and the

market place through structural changes in order that they

have equal chances as men. It was the first approach to raise

the idea of integrating' If,omen into developmenÈ.

t'caroline o.N. Moser, Gender Planninçr and Development:
Thçory. Practice and Training (London: Routledge, L993) 27 -

t'Moser 34.
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Practical and strategic needs and interests

The concepts 'practical and strategic needs and

interests' vüere introduced by Moser (although oríginally

adapted from Molyneux's model) and are widely used by many

developrnentat theorists. An interest is a 'prioritised
concern' that transtates into a need, which ís in turn defined

as 'the means by which concerns are satisfied'.'" tstrategic

gender needs' , as def ined by Moser, are rrthe needs bromen

identífy because of their subordinate position to men in their

socieÈy [while] ... practical gender needs are the needs

women identify in their sociatly accepted roles in society.

Practical- gender needs are a response to innediate perceived

necessity, identified withín a specific contextrr.'o

t¡ùhile recognition of the dif ference between these is

important, the complexity of the issues ernbedded within them

raises reservations about possible simplistic appropriations

of Moser's concepts by developnent agencies. Às Àlsop argues,

a failure to Èake into account the complexities of maLe/female

relations across different social and economic groups when

apptying practical interventions could, in the long-term,

actually undermine women's strategic interests.'u

I¡lhat is relevant to the topic of this thesis is that the

ttMoser 37.
toMoser 40.

'uRuth Alsop, rrl,llhose fnterests? Problems in Planning for
Women'sPracticaINeeds,''@2L.3(]-993):367.
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complexities of women's lives and needs cannot be sirnplified,

as Moser's practical and strategic needs have the capacity to

do. Radcliffe and lrlestwood argue that thís approach rrdoes not

provide a theoretical base for understanding women as

political subjects and actorsrr.'u In addition, they suggest

that it rrhas a universalizing quality whích is located with

a linear view of progress founded upon the post-Enlightenment

account of movement towards a goal as part of a grand

narrative of rational progress towards a better btorldrt . "

Moser,s approach also raises guestions of who determines these

tneedst and 'interests' - the tendency may be for development

'experts' to determine these. The latter point will be

examined in greater detail in the next chapter that discusses

the dominance of Western theories and models, and their

resulting influence on the constructÍon of Third !ùorld women

within Ï,{estern development agencies."

Using Moser's method, the equity approach addresses

strategic needs (i.e. equality with men) only and fails to

speak
eds.
lees )

"qtd. in Marianne H. Marchand, ttlatin American úrlomen
on development, rr Feminl-sm/Postmodernism/Development,

Marianne Marchand and Jane Parpart (London: Routledge,
62.

"qtd. in Marchand 62.

"û{ieringa is also critical of the practical and strategic
needs approach advocated by Moser, believing that the
distinction between the two is theoretically unsound. She al-so
criticises the ínflexibility of the theory and its top-down
approach. See Saskia Wieringa, rr[Âlomen's Interests and
Empowerment: Gender Ptanning Reconsideredrrr Development and
Change 25 (1-994): 839.
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provide any practical gender needs. This does not analyse,

however, whose strategic needs are actually being addressed.
fr

Criticisms of the equity approach are thatv is a hlestern

liberal feninist 'solution' to Third I¡lorld r,rromen's 'problems'

and that, by focusing on state intervention it advocates a

'top-down' approach. The notion of integrating' women ínto

development is criticised as an atternpt at 'integration' by

'separation', i.e. by viewing women as a separate entity in

order to fully involve them in the development process.'n

Within this approach Third lilorld lvomen are assuned by Western

theorists to víew equality with men as their main concern,

separate from all other aspects of their Iives and

communities. The needs of 'women' (as understood by Western

feminists) have been uníversalised and applied to Third World

hromen who had littte to say in the matter.

The anÈi-r¡overtv approach

The anti-poverty approach emphasises the reduction of

íncome inequality between women and men, but, different to the

equality approach, it assumes that lack of

devetopnent/nodernisation is the cause of the inequality, not

patriarchal structures.'o Income generating projects hterè

'nÀnne Marie Goetz, rf From Ferninist Knowledge to Data for
Development: The Bureaucratic Management of fnformation on
Ialomen and Developnent, " IDS-Bul:LqEh , 25 .2 (L994) z 32 .

'oMoser 66.
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designed to increase r¡tomen'S income and access to resources

and credit. Criticisns of these projects are that there is

insuffícient study of the community and the women'S specific

situations before projects are implemented. MosÈ irnportantly

they are criticised for not being consult,ative in their

approach and for, in some cases, adding to the burden of work

for women."

Buvinic analyses a small selection of IrIID projects and

concludes that project implementation lags behínd research and

policy achievements in WID programs and that many projects

which are designated to be income-generating end up being

welfare-oriented. She argues that rrsocial or community

devetopment goals take precedence over or replace production

concerns when women are invotved as project beneficiariesrr."

Buvinic detaÍts three explanations for the project

nisbehaviour: project design; agencies and their effects on

project design; and the politicat economy of wonen's projects.

In brief, she argues that agencies often rnisjudge income-

generating tasks to be more difficult for Third hlorld vtomen,

while other tasks in the welfare category (e.9. tasks related

to hlestern women.S roleS as homemakers, child rearers) are

deemed more simple. Ànother problern is that women

"Moser 69.

""Vlayra Buvinic, rrProjects for Ialomen in the Third World:
Explaining theír Misbehaviour,tr ülorld Development 1,4.5 (l-986):
654.
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participants having to volunteer their time for programs means

that those most in need are generally those with less tine to

volunteer.

In addition, the historical organisation of agencies

rnakes them more capable of inplementing welfare style

programs, while the staff that irnplement women's proqrams are

often women, usually with small budgets and little technical

expertise, i.e. these programs are seen by agencies as a low

priority. The wetfare approach is seen as less oÊ a threat

to resources for men and less threatening to the status quo

in communities.

What this critique shows is how Third I¡lorld women in this

instance have been constructed as having spare time, being

more inclined towards tasks that are 'domestic' (in a lüestern

sense), being passive recÍpients that are in need of 'hand-

outs', and, lastly, âs not being able to voice their ovtn

needs. Development is equated with I,{estern modernisation,

which is represented as the only 'truth'.

The efficiency approach

Wíth increasing gtobal recession in the l-980's and no

reat marked change being seen by previous WID efforts, the

efficiency approach was born. This approach reflects rran

economic recognition of women as an underutilized 'resource'
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for developmentrr." Moser cites the efficíency approach as

the predominant approach at present by development

institutions and writes that rrit see]<s to meet practical

gender needs while relying on all of women's three roles and

an elastic concept of tdonen's time. Women are seên prirnarily

in terms of their capacity to compensate for declíning social

services by extending their work daytt.'o l¡lomen's participation

is viewed as confirrning women's equal stance with nen within

development.2s The efficiency approach is favoured by the

hlorld Bank, the most powerful development agency, as is seen

in an artícle by Barbara Herz, Chief of the ttorld Bank's [rTomen

in Development Division. Herz writes that about one-fifth of

Bank projects "include some measures directed specifically aÈ

r¡romenrr.'" This indicates that hromen themselves are rarely the

initiators of projects (rather measurês are ditected at then).

In addition, this could indicate that four-fifths of projects

disregard women comptetely orr at the very least, take into

account the needs of the community (read men). Herz goes on

"Anne Marie Goetz, rrFeminism and the clain to know:
Contradictions in feminist approaches to tdomen in
development, It Gender and International Relations, eds. Rebecca
Grant and Kathleen Newland, (Indianapolis: Indiana U.P., 1-991-)
1_39.

'oMoser 70.

'uBraidotti 81-.

"Barbara Herz, rrBringing Wornen into the Economic
Mainstream: Guidelines for Policymakers and Development
Institutions," , 26 (l-989): 22.
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to say that, where planning is concerned, the main approach

of the Wortd Bank is:

to avoid lettíng the perfect be the enemy of the
good Some idea of the specific situation of
râromen in the country concerned (and the underlying
explanations) can be developed by gathering basic
gender-disaggregated data, reviewing research, and
assessing program and project experience. In
general, such information can provide a clear enough
picture to pave the way for action."

The aim of the !{orld Bank appears to be to get results as

quickly as possibte, and the people themselves are lost in

the process . Herz concl-udes that rrconcern for htomen in

development makes sense not sirnply on equity or political

grounds, but for economic reasons Evidence suggests that

efforts to improve opportunities for htomen can be cost-

effectiverr." This article gives an example of the popularity

of the efficiency approach and the persuasiveness of the

argurnent. Herzts arguments attempt to convince the reader

that the !{orld Bank approach is a positive one for Third lVorld

hromen by using phrases such as 'empowerment', and 'expanding

women's choices'. She wrÍtes that the Bank has rrintensified

its efforts to assist htomen through its lending operationslr'n

and by preparing wID operational guidelines for use by the

Bank as well as NGOs, governments and other groups. Such

positive statements sit uneasily with the underlying messages

"'Herz 23.

'"Herz 25.

'"Hetz 22,
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of efficiency and cost-effectiveness.

The Bank's message of 'efficiency' is for the ears of

governments and businesses around the wor1d, lvho both fund the

I¡lortd Bank and rely on it to maintain the existing economic

power structures. As Kardam argues, âs far as I/ìIID is

concerned, the World Bank rrhas become involved when other

donors and recipient çtovernments have shown interest, but Ít

has otherwise considered lillD issues only to the extent that

they promote the Bank's goals and fit its proceduresrr.'o From

her study of the Bank, she concludes that Bank staff are not

confortable witn equity |tefficiency and productivity are

seen as value-neutral and objective, equity as value-Iaden

and subjectiverr." The development goal of Western

modernisation carries wíth it the belief that 'objective' data

and facts signify the 'truth'. And as Kardam points out, for

Bank economists rrthere is no good theory to explain the link

between equíty and economic productivítyrr . ez

The efficiency approach thus constructs Third Wor1d hromen

as a homogenous group, ignoring the complexities of their

lives and fails to distinguish between women in dífferent

communities. llhe dominance of the West is apparent in that,

'oNuket Kardam, Bringíng Women In: Women's Issues in
International Development Programs (n.p.: Lynne Reiner, l-991-)
1_1-5.

"Kardam LL6.
3'Kardam 1-l-6.
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while Third hlorld btomen are presented in some respects as

naking choices for themselves, it is only choices that are

made available by powerful Western institutions.

The emnowerment apþroach

The last approach documented by Moser is the empowerment

approach which developed from Third lilorld $tomen's criticisms

of the irnposition of Westernised WID programs onto the Third

hlorld. Goetz writes that the empowerment approach rrinforms

some of the more successful exarnples of h¡oments development

projects, which are based on the grassroots experiences of

Third hlorld l^tomen and respond to their contextually defined

needsrr." Àn example of thís is the well-known Indian group

SEWA (Self-Employed ltlomen's organisation). Started in L972

by a group of seJ-f-emptoyed women labourers, it began by

struggling for higher htages and now provides credit and other

important services to htomen in informal sector employment'

SEWA has survived and grown through the support of its

members. While providing needs such as resources and credit,

SEUIA addresses strategic interests that have been identified

by the !ìromen themselves, i.e. their unequal position to rnen,

the necessity for an organisation that will address !ùonten's

needs as they define them, and the importance of leadership

and decision-making being in the hands of the htomen

'"Goetz , I99L, L39.
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themselves.

A recognised proponent of the empowerment approach is

DAhIN (Development ÀIternatives with Women for a Netrl Era), a

network of Third World I'üomen. DAWN stresses the importance

of women empowering themselves, i.e. by gaining the self-

esteem, skills and resources to question inequalities and to

demand recognition and representation in society. They see

this as leading to more vüomen consulting with development

agencies about project implementation and, in turn, agencies

consulting with women which will mean further empohrerment for

those women. Their vision is that rronly by sharpening the

Iinks between equality, development, and peace, can !{e show

that the 'basic rights' of the poor and the transfornation for

the institutions that subordinate btomen are inextricably

línked. They can be achieved together through the self-

emporrterment of vüomentr . to

DAUIN argues that a social/political/economic programme

cannot be proposed for !ùomen alone, but that rather it should

be developed for society from women's perspective.'u In other

words, it is the development model that needs changing. wID

proposals to 'integrate women into development' will-

essentially fail because it is development that is the

'oGíta Sen & c.Gror¡tn, Development, Crises, and Alternate
Visions: Third lilorld Women's Perspectives (New York: Monthly
Review, L987) 82.

'usen 96.
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problem.

Hirshman provides a critique of DAhIN's vision that arques

that their socialist feninist vision does not provide an

alternative to the current development paradigrm. She

concludes that:

This

Sen and Grown tend to reduce both the complexity of
the development process and women's existence by
reducing it to the universal category of either
Iaþor, such as in the procurement of food-fuel-
water, ot gender oppression, synboJ-ized by
exclusion, ctitoridectomy, restricted mobíIity,
sexual violence and so forth. Consequently, Sen and
Grordn's 'alternative visÍons t remain mired in
androcentric Western thinking and fail to provide
a genuine alternative to mainstream development
theory and practice."

raíses a number of issues. Firstly, the issue that DAhIN

consists, in the main, of htomen from rniddle-class, urban

backgroundsr" many of them t¡lestern-educated. Related to this

is the question of how much the years of dornination of Third

World countries by the [Íest have led to the globalisation of

hlestern theories and ideals?" Lastly, recognising and

"Mitu Hirshman, rrüilomen and Development: A Critique, rl

Feminism/Postmodernism/Development, eds. Marianne Marchand and
Jane Parpart (London: Routledge, L995) 53.

"Braidotti L2L.

"The question of the possible 'globalisation' of hlestern
theories has been raised, fot example it could be argued that
feminist theory is applicable to cultures other than the I¡lest
due to the lengthy and over-riding dominance of the West.
Moore, writing about the 'hegemonic masculinity' that is
rrassociated with global capitalism and the domination of the
I¡lest in economic and political life Iand] . . . which
constructs the self-representations of those men who actually
rule the worldtr, argues that this masculinity is now global
and rrhas found resonances with a number of loca1 or indigenous

(continued... )
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analysing the positíon from which peopte are speaking is

important, as weII as understanding the power of dominant

discourses (in this case that of the ülest and the Third

World). All of these issues wilt be analysed in greater

detail in chapter three.

Gender and Development

cAD (Gender and Development) is an approach that has

qrown out of the dialogue between Third hlorld and Western

ferninists. The use of gender here indicates that the approach

is aiming to improve the whole of society, not the position

of women in isolation. It is the gender roles that have been

ascribed by society for women, rather than biological

definitions, that are being examined by GÀD. There are many

similarities between the empowerment approach and GÀD, and

the terns are often used by development agencies wiÈhout

any real distinction between them being understood. GAD

questions rrthe underlying assumptions of current social,

economíc, and political structures It leads, inevítably,

to a fundamental reexamination of social structures and

institutions and, ultinately, to the loss of povüer of

entrenched elitesrr.'n GAD does not generally challenge the

"(...continued)
masculinitiesrr. Henrietta Moore, A Passion for Difference
(Polity Press: Cambridge, L994) 62-3.

'eEva M. Rathgeber I'hlID, !VÀD, GÀD: Trends in Research and
Practice, rr The Journal of Developing Àreas 24 ( l-990 ) : 495.
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goal of modernisatíon, but Rathgeber believes that it does

offer some space for broader ínterpretations because it
rrreflects the totality of women's experience and the nature

of potúer relations with other actors in a given social

contextr'.oo As wiII be seen in chapter five, ÀusÀID and cAA

both refer to gender and development in their policies.

Alternatives
Buvinic þelieves that a way of circumventing the problems

of integration of women into male-based agencies and the

problems witn women-only agencies - Iack of funding, tine and

skills is for women-only agencies to expand upon their

strengths, She argues that they can 'rhelp bring integrated

development institutions to rüomen, introduce women to those

devetopnent institutions, make integrated development agrencies

aûrare of vtoments roles in economic developnent, and insure

that wonen's concerns remain vital and well-funded agenda

itens of development agtenciesrt.o' This notion of Western women

acting as facílitators raises an interesting possinility that

deal-s partly with the inequalit,íes that exist between ülestern

aid agencíes and Third hlorld communities. It suggests a need

for 'information carriers' that are better able to pass on the

ooEva M. Rathgeber, rrGender and Development in Actionrrl
Feminism/Postmodernism/Development, eds . Marianne Marchand and
Jane Parpart (London: Routledge, 1995) 22O.

o'Buvinic 662.
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needs of local btomen in conmunities to hlestern agencies.

hlhile this does not deal with the inequalities that will-

remain while the agencies themselves remain, it is one short

term possibility. It also raises the questíon of how much lilID

can hope to achíeve given the continued lack of resources and

the smalI amount of funds allocated to TaIID projects within the

large development agencies. The allocation of resources to

WID is not, however, â[ issue which this thesis is concerned

with.

It is concerned with the need for WID/GAD to address the

issue of diversity amonçt luomen, while stÍJ-I trying to

formulate a basíc approach from which planning can develop.

Wieringa advocates that gender planners rrshould learn to ask

ne!ü, ethical questions, based on an explicit concern with the

relations of oppression which women face, both in terms of

gender and of the gendered effects of race' class, ethnicity,

age and sexual preference. Women's concerns are incorporated

within a network of simultaneous pohter formationsrr.a' Class

concepts differ markedly in different countries and different

communities, and it is an issue for debate as to what a

middle-class, educated woman from a Third World country might'

have in common with a lower-class, rural woman from that same

country. Who is speaking for these rural women to development

agencies and to governments? Arê they speakíng for

n'Wieringa 842.
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thenselves? Are they being heard? Or are they beÍng spoken

for by middle-class, educated Third ü{orl-d r¿omen? ( i . e. the

r,üomen from the DÀlilN network? ) . lilhat degree of dif f erence is

there between this and beíng spoken for by Western feninists?

This is not to say that rniddle-class, Ialestern-educated women

from Third World countries do not have a commitrnent to third

lilorld ltromen from poor backgrounds, but that those htomen

themselves from the poorer backgrounds are not the ones

speaking.

Braidotti warns against a 'mere reversal of hl-erarchies'

where the poor, Southern rdomen's perspective of development

replaces the Western perspective. She writes that rrít is

imperative that together, vtomen from both North and South,

must attack unequal North/South relations from their

respective positions. The dominant development paradign as

weII as the epistemological assumptions upon which it is based

must be chattenged from various sides simultaneously, from

within the centres of its dispersion and from the so-called

marginstr.n' How women from North and South can speak, and what

has influenced the positions from which they speak' must

be analysed further to províde clues as to how such a

'challenge' can take place. Goetz uses DAWN as an example of

a positive approach for feminism (lilestern and Third hlorld) ,

but her example also demonstrates the tendency to 'reverse

o'Braidotti L2t.
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hierarchies'. She wrítes that DAIVN sometimes uncritically

assumes rrthat htomen can deliver ecologically sound and fair

development, wíth no analysis of the constraints that cramp

aII development initiatives, or of the pohter dimensions of

changetr.'o ot, it could be added, of the constraints that face

all women, whether from the Third World or the hlest. hlhat is

required is a recognítion of these constraints, without

constructing a representation of women as víctíms.

Concluding femarks

Current approaches to tâtomen and development have been

discussed and critiqued in this chapter, with specific

references to how Third lilorld women have been constructed

within both WID and GAD theories. Overall, Third lilorld women

have been portrayed as a homogenous group, disregarding the

diversity among $romen that results from different experJ-ences

of class, race, and gender. Western notions of the needs of

vüomen have been imposed on Third World hrolnen, raising

questions about how the category 'women' itself has been

constructed. The deþates around this issue wilt be discussed

in detail in chapter three.

The link between development theory itself and gender and

development policies has also been raised. Kardam writes that
rrgender policy and practice have been interpreted, analysed

oocoetz, L99Lt 1-52.
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and justified differently, depending on the discourse of

developmentrr.o5 An example of this was in the l-98o's rêcession

when efficiency and productivity vüere emphasised in the global

arena, women's economic contributions and potential for

increased productivity btere translated into the efficiency

approach to Í{ID.

Related to this is how Third World htomen have been

constructed to fit into institutional goals - for example the

World Bank's emphasis on hlomen as tmakinq economic sense'

matches it s productivity goal. Is it possible that

institutions have the capacity to force change? How can the

'challenging' that Braidotti referred to take place when the

irnbalance of po!üer places the donor institution in such a

dominant position?

Goetz cont,ends that the ways in which information is

collected and Rnowledge js created is a key issue in changing

how institutions adninister gender policies. She argues that:

It is a political environment which elicits certain
kinds of ínformation upon which to base informed
policy-rnaking. The West,ern WID discourse largely
reflects politicat environments external to
developing countries, as well as the polítícal
atmosphere internal to the aid community. At play
at the broader levet are the international relations
of dominance and dependence which shape the
development fíeld. These can undermine the validity
and relevance of lillD knowledge of the women it

ouNuket Kardam, trConditions of Accountability for Gender
Poticy: Thê Organizationat, Political and Cognitive Cont,exts,"
rps Butletin 26.3 ( 1-99s ) : L9 .
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claims to describe and represent.o"

It ls these issues of how knowledge is created and how

dominant discourses shape development and relations between

the lilest and the Third World that wiII be discussed in the

next two chapters. Chapter three explores 'the [¡lest and the

Rest' discourse and the construction of the category 'rdomen'

and describes the najor terms, informed by postmodernísm, used

withín thís thesis.

o'Goetz, L994, 34.
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Discourses - 'The úùest and the Rest' and Western Ferninism

Introduction

This chapter provides background to the two key areas

that inform this thesis. Firstly, it witl analyse the concept

of the discourse that positions the West as dominant, and how

this has 'shaped' and continues to shape the relationship

between lfestern and Third World countries. Secondly, it wiII

surnmarise the current debates on subjectivity and the future

of feminism itself within the feninist discourse, contributors

to which are positioned in nany different locations from the

Third Vilorld and the hlest. From these discussions this chapter

raises questions about the construction of Third hlorld htomen

in order to analyse, in the next two chapters, how the

category of Third World hlomen is constructed within WID/GÀD

policies by development agencies. ÀIternative concepts are

examined in order to offer some practicat options to

'transcendt the current debates and dominant discourses.

A number of terms are used within this thesís that can

have different meanings depending on the context/theory within

which they are used. Following are definitions of

terms/concepts, many of which developed out of postmodernism

and semiotics, in the context in which they are used here.
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Terms

díscourse This term is used here to mean a system of

representation. HaIl's definition is a rrgroup of statements

which provide a language for talking about i.e. a vray of

representing - a particular kínd of knowledge about a topic.

When statements about a topic are made within a particular

discourse, the discourse makes it possible to construct the

topic in a cerÈaín htay. It also lirnits the other $tays in

which the topic can be constructedrr . a' An indivídual

'inhabits' discursive subjectivities that are represented

already in established discourses, for example subjectívities

such as class, gender and race.o'

Tanguage - As lVeedon argues, poststructural theories have

Ied to a rejectíon of the transparency of language - rrlanguage

is no longer seen as a transparent medium for the expression

of meaning ready-constituted in the world beyond languagerr.o'

From this, text must be viewed as construction rather than as

a reflection of reality.

representatìon - ItRepresentations are the products of the

socíal process of representing. The term refers, therefore,

o'S.HaII, ItThe west and the Rest: Discourse and Povterrrl
Formations of Modernity, eds. S.HaIl and B.Gieben (Cambridge:
Polity, 199L) 29L.

o'Tim o'Sullivan, John Hartley, Danny Saunders, Martin
Montgomêry, and John Fiske, Key Concepts in ComnunÍcation and
Culturat Studies, 2nd êd., (London: Routledge, L994) 94

nnchris Weedon, Feminist Practice and Posts
Theory (oxford: Basil Blackwe1l, L987 ) l-48.
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both to the process and to the product of rnaking signs stand

for their meanings the process of putting into concrete

forms (that is, dífferent signifiers) an abstract ideological

concepttr.uo As text cannot be seen as reflecting reality, ot

'the truth', neither can representations withín text be

viewed as reality. Representations, for example, of hlomen,

are viewed by the reader from within the discursive fields in

which they are situated for instance, to give a

stereotypical example, images of poor hromen with children in

India may signify one thing to a white, lfestern male reader,

and another to a femÍnist academic born in India and noht

Iiving in the I{est. Witliamson writes, in her analysis of

fernininity and colonisation in advertisements, "to have

something 'different' captive in our [!üestern] nidst reassures

us of the liberality of our own system and provides a way of

re-presenting real difference in tamed form .. . lile do not like

real Others but need to construct safe ones out of the relics

of the Others we have destroyedrr.u' Thus ímages are read by

the viewer to signify abstract concepts, depending on the

discursive fields in which the viewer is located. Images are

aÌso constructed to support the system of poûter and binary

oppositions that upholds the dominant discourse.

uoo'sulIivan 265 .

"Judíth lr]itlíanson, I'hloman is an Island:
Colonisationrrr Studies in Entertainment, êd.
(Bloomington: fndiana U.P., L986) 1-1-6.

Femininity and
Tania Modleskí
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woman - fenínists have debated the concept of hroman, i.e.

real $romen that exist (biologically), and that of Woman, a

synbolic position that is set up in opposition to and to

support that of Man. Later in the thesis these debates over

a unífied position of women wiII be explored. Mary Poovey

explains the complexity of the debate: fron the one hand, w€

need to recognize that rwoman' ís currently both a posítion

wíthin a dominant, binary symbolíc order and that that

posítion is arbitrarily (and falsely) unÍfied. on the other

hand, wê need to remember that there are concrete historical

women whose differences reveal the inadequacy of this unified

category in the present and the pasttr.u'

gender - refers to the social relationship between tùomen

and men, and the roles associated with that relationship, in

which bromen have been placed in a subordinate position to men

(as opposed to the biological (sexual) differences between

!üomen and men).

dilference binary oppositions, e.g. light/dark,

woman/man, are an integrat part of the hlestern humanist

tradítion. one is always viewed as dominant, but neither can

exist without the characteristics of the other, for examPle,

'man' with the characteristic of aggressiveness cannot exist

without 'hroman' being characterised as passive. Thus binary

oppositions must be deconstructed to reveal their underlying

u'Mary Poovey, rrFeminism and Deconstructionrrr Feninist
studies ]-4.L (1-988): 62.
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symbolisn. In Joan Scott's essay on difference and equality,

she concludes that we must engage in:

Systematic criticism of the operations of
categorical difference, the exposure of the kinds
of exclusions and inclusions - the hierarchies - it
constructs, and a refusal of their ultirnate rtruth'.
À refusal, however, not in the name of an equality
that implies sameness or identity, but rather
in the name of an equality that rests on differences

differences that confound, disrupt, and render
ambiguous the rneaning of any fixed binary
oppositíon. u'

deconstruction - this involves what Scott describes above

the recognition of binary oppositions as constructed for

particular purposes and their subsequent reversal and

displacement.uo Deconstruction is often also used to refer to

a process of dismantling text to reveal underlying assumptions

and interests as weII as exposing that which is not said

within the text.

The lilest and the Rest

f{estern history has seen the construction of a number of

oppositional categories, l-ocated within the discourse that is

referred to by HaII as 'the West and the Rest'5u. HaII

provídes four aspects of how the concept of the 'West'

u'Joan Scott, ilDeconstructing Equality-Versus-Difference :
Or, the Uses of Poststructuralist Theory for Feminismrrl
Conflicts in Feminism, eds. Marianne Hirsch and Evelyn Fox
Keller ( New York: Routledge , 1-990 ) 1-46 .

uoscott 37.

uuHall 226.
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operates today. Firstfy, ít is a tool to think with by

enabling the categorísation of societies, i.e. the lrlest, the

Rest. Secondly, it is a 'system of representation' that

provídes a picture of what different societies are like.

Thirdly, it helps to explain 'difference' by providing a model

of comparison, and fourthly,u' ít provides criteria of

evaluatíon (for example, this is evident in development

discourse terninology of 'developed' and 'developing' aíd

to the Third lüorld is meant Èo assist the modernisation

process in those countries in order to make them more like,

but not the same as, the Vilest). The categories of the'West'

and the 'Rest', known as bínary oppositions, support each

other. For instance, the West could no longer hold to the

image of itself as powerful, educated, etc, if the Rest r¡terê

not represented as its opposite - powerJ-ess, ignorant, etc.

The dominance of the !{est has been constructed through

the gtobal expansion of European countries into countries such

as Àfrica and the Àmericas. Mohanty writes that the tern

Third litorld trdoes not merely indicate a hierarchical cultural

and economic relationship between 'first' and 'third' world

countries; it intentionally foregrounds a history of

colonization and contemporary relationships of structural

"Halr 272.
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dorninance between first and Third llrlorld peoplesrr.u'

Discourses aËe pohrer relations, as can be seen in the

'relationship' between the lilest and the Rest. Thus, rrthe

question of whether a discourse is true or false is less

important than whether it. is effective in practicert.u' This

raises two issues, that of how important it is to recognise

that within discourses those with potùer represent 'truth',
and secondly, that the discourse therefore presents a

sÍrnplistic represent,ation in which pobter pJ-ays Èhe determíning

part in what is recognised as 'truth'.
The broad theoretical umbrelta of postmodernism has

offered nevt tools to recognise and analyse the discourse of

the 'West and the Rest', as weII as methods for movíng beyond

its destructive capabilities. Recognition of how poIùer works

through a discourse is the first step. Those placed in a

position of superiority through the discourse, i.e. the hlest,

dominate the 'Other', i.e. the Third lforld, and the latter

cannot move beyond being the 'object', nor can it make any

claims to 'truth' beyond that which the discourse has already

deemed the 'regime of truth'.un

u'Preface in Third World Women and the Politics of
Feminism, eds. C.T.Mohanty, A.Russo, and L.Torres
(Indianapolis: Indiana U.P., l-991-) x.

u'Halr zgs.
unHarr 295.
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The relationship between 'the Vilest and the Rest' may be

complex, but the discourse itsetf simplifies it such that it

becomes destructive by constructing an rrover-simplified

conception of 'dífferer"t""rtr.e0 It does this by dividíng the

world into two categories - the tWest' and the 'Rest' - thus

reducing the west to a group that is unified by its difference

from the Rest, and the Rest to a hornogenous group Èhat Ís

represented as subordinate to the West. Said raises this in

his study of the Orientatisn that locates the 'orient' as

subordinate to the ülest. He writes that ttit is the result of

cultural hegemony at workrru' that gives orientalism durability

and strength. In the same vein, Bhabha writes that rtthe

stereotype Iin colonial discourse] is not a

sirnplífícation because it is a false representation of a gíven

reality. It is a simplification because it is an arrested,

fixated form of representation that, in denying the play of

difference constitutes a problem for the representation

of the subject in significations of psychic and social

relatignsrr."
À person historically ptaced within the discourse finds

uoHalr 2Bo.

"Edward Said, orientalism (New York: Vintage, 1,979) 7.

"Homi K. Bhabha , rrThe other Question , It Sc.reen 24 .6
(1s83): 27.
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it difficult to speak outsíde of that posítion, as they speak

from the position in which they have been subjectively placed.

The question, then, is how people from the West and the Rest

can break free of the power of the discourse in which they are

positioned? lilhat has taken years to construct must certainly

take tirne to 'deconstruct'. How too can Third l{orld peoples,

who have been positioned as ignorant, and unable to speak for

themselves, speak - are they able to speak from outside this

discourse of the superior hlest? These are questions that I

witl address further Ín the chapter.

The Construction of the Discourse

In order to dismantle the discourse of 'the úVest and the

Rest', it must first be understood, i.e. its construction and

its power. A brief and simplistic took at the past few

hundred years indicates how the I¡Iest reached its current

superior status. The expansion of Europe into the Americas

and Africa led to the discovery of natural conmodities to be

plundered and of 'native' peoples that $¡ere seen by the

Europeans as different in almost every way. The Europeans

sirnultaneously ideatised and vitified the 'native' peoples

whose countries they vtere forcibly seizing. The 'natives'
were often represented as ignorant, and tat one wíth naturet,

and (sometimes by the same observers) their lifestyles were

also represented as something akin to livíng in paradise. For
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example, the women who líved in the Pacific Islands and the

Caribbean vrere often depicted as rsexually free'(i.e.

'paradise'for men!) and, at the same time, âs ignorant and

backward."

For Europe, this global expansion, along with growing

internal cohesion, helped to trforge that neûù sense of identity

that we call- 'the Westttt.64 Àn important component within the

discourse is the ctassification of countries by degree of

modernisation - this is particularly rel-evant in Èhe area of

development theory. Spurr notes that this classification I'of

non-Ialestern peoples according to the paradigm of modernization

contains within it, already and as a given, the judgement of

their characterrr.'u The countries deemed lower down the scale

of modernisation were, therefore, the benchmark from which the

Western countries were able to place themselves at the top of

the híerarchy. Most irnportantly, this discourse continues

today, adapting itself in order to maintain power relations

in favour of the West. For example, trthe intense and

Iocal-ized colonial administration of fifty yèars ago has

shifted to a more indirect and globat supervision of Third

u'See Hal-I 3o2.

'oHarl 289.

"uDavid Spurr, The Rhetoric of Empire (Durham: Duke U.P.,
Lee3) 7L.
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World political and economic deveÌopmentrr."

A person's position within the discourse affects how they

read a particular text. This is partícularly relevant to the

discussions of publícations by CAA in chapter six of this

thesis.ut Spurr's example of I¡lesÈern journalism demonstrates

this. He writes that the Western eye rrremains mobile and

selective, constantly fíltering the visible for the sign, for

those gestures and objects that, when transformed into the

verbal or photographic image, can alone have meaning for a

hlestern audience by entering a familiar web of

significationr'." A development agency wiIl probably be just

as interested, whether consciously or not, to find that
particular image or line of text that wíll convince the reader

to díg deep ínto their pocket and donate.

This is not. to say that some development agencies do not

challenge aspects of the dominant discourse. For instance,

Community Aid Àbroad offers 'change not charity', thus

"Spurr 1-1-. This is exemplif ied in the power of the hlorld
Bank, controlling Third Wortd countries through structural
adjustment policíes. There are many examples of structural
adjustment policies affecting Third lrlorld communities through
reduced education and heatth systems, and increasing the
workloads of h¡omen particularly. See, for example, Ialomen and
Àdjustment. Pglicies in the Third lilorld, eds. H. Àfshar and C.
Dennis (Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1,992).

u'Às a !ùestern woman , I wiII be analysing these
publícations from the position of'dominance'that this
affords and it rnust be pointed out that this thesis does not
deal with how the discourse affects a non-Western person's
reading of the text.

"Spurr 2L.
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recognising the need to deconstruct the stereotype of Third

World communitíes as needing 'charity' from Western countries.

However, given CÀA's location as a Western development agency,

is it possibte that it can practise development without

assuming modernísation to be the primary goal and without

legitinating the solutions of lÍestern 'experts'? Do the WID

approaches outlined in chapter two provide a challenge to

Western dominance? Às Parpart and Marchand argue, I4¡ID

approaches |trarely challenqe Northern hegemony, nor have they

been able to provide the tools to dismantle patriarchal gender

ideologies in the South (and North¡'t."' Their point is that,

while adoption of the powerful image of the 'poor, Third World

Woman' by development agencies is understandable, rrthis very

irnage reinforces and maintains the discourse of modernity so

essential to Northern hegemony and development practicesrr.'o

cAAts claim to help the 'poorest of the poor' also reinforces

thís discourse 'poor' being equated wíth the bottom of the

modernisation ladder in the eyes of the Western donor

(although this ís not to ímpty that the material existence of

many Third lilorld people is extremely poor indeed). How the

wID policies of AusÀID and CAA reinforce the dominant

discourse will be analysed in depth in chapters five and six.

uoJane Parpart and Marianne Marchand, trExploding the
Canon: An Introduction/Conclusionrt'
/ Development, eds. Marianne Marchand and Jane Parpart
(London: Routledge, 1-995) 15.

'oParpart and Marchand L7.
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Feminism and Postmodernism

Discourses are not closed systems. Às HalI writes, tta

discourse draws on elements in other discourses, binding them

into its own network of meaningsrr.Tl üIestern feminism, as wiII

be seen, is linked to the discourse of the 'West and the

Rest'.

Ferninists (both Third hlorld f emínists and wêstern

ferninists) have begun to discuss and debate how postmodernism

can contribute to the question of feminism's relevance for

hromen everywhere around the world. 'Differencê,' in the

context of differences between !{estern and Third Vforld lromen,

has raised many issues for feminists, a number of which came

to the fore as a consequence of the United Nations ülomens'

Decade Conferencea. Trinh T. Minh-ha hears Western feminists

asking 'Why do We have to be concerned with the question of

Third lilorld women? Àfter aII it is only one issue among many

others'. Her response is:

Delete the word Third I¡lorld and the sentence
inmediately unveils its value-loaded cIíches.
Generally speaking, a sirnilar resul-t is obtained
through the substitution of words lil<e racíst for
sexíst, ot vice versa, and the established image of
the Third World Woman in the context of (pseudo-)
feminism readily merges with that of the Native in
the context of (neo-coloniatist) anthropology."

"Harl 292.

"Trinh r.
Women Issue' , rr

Minh-ha, 'rDifference: rA Special Third lilorld
Feminist Review 25 ( L987 ) : l-l-.
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À numlrer of hlestern feminists have joined her to argue that,

in many cases, Ialestern f eminÍsm has excluded Third üforld

feminism. This has been done in a number of b¡ays. In one

respect, Talestern f erninists have been accused of viewing Third

World vüomen as victims, as backward and ignorant. Many $tomen

in the Third hlorld who have been resisting sexism, racism and

colonialism for many years, would not agree with this

representation. fn another respect, Third IrIorId ferninists

have argued that Western feminists have seen al-I hromen as

being affected by the same issues that affect hromen in the

West. When arguing for the different, needs that vtomen have,

feminists have been accused of thinking in terms of úrTestern

bromen, and assuming that aII women have those same needs. In

this sense, Third t¡Iorld women have not had a space to speak

for themselves - [rÏestern women have been speaking too loudly

for anyone to hear the voices of hromen from other countries.

Ànother criticism from Third World feminists is that the

category of Third Wortd women, when it, is referred to by

Western feminists, is represented as a homoqenous group,

without any acknowledgment or understanding of the rnyriad of

different experiences and needs that exist within that

'category'.
Minh-ha writes that Western feminists, unable to deal

initially with the 'difference' that Third World htomen

represented to them, viewed Third World women as 'special',
as tother'. She writes: trlt is, indeed, somehow devious to
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think that ViIOMAN also encompasses the bound-footed Chinese,

the genitally mutilated Äfricans, and the one thousand Indians

who conmitted suttee or widow (se1f-) burning for one royal

rna1e. Sister Cinderella's foot is also enviably tiny but

never crooked!rrt' In this respect, while Western ferninists

hrere generalising about a77 htomen, they hlere also unable to

completely accept a universal category of 'tùoman'. This

uneasiness is exemplifíed in the debates below.

Western feninists have approached 'difference' in

essentially two ways. Goetz explaíns these two positions:

one adopts a culturally relativist position.
Different female subjectivities are seen to be
innate, and to valorize experience to such an extent
that different women are entrenched in their
particutarities. The other, which participates in
the post-modernist project of dismantling the claims
of western normative universalisrn, poses as a
fundamental problem the epistemological basis upon
which feninists justify their project of
transforrning women's lives in contemporary
cultures.to

The latter position that Goetz describes deconstructs the

whole notion of thromant as a unitary concept.

Goetz critiques the two positions outlined above

essentially cultural retativity and postmodernism. The fÍrst
position, she argues, leads to essentialisn and offers no core

around which to act politically as ferninists: rrThis respect

for diversity also requires that aJ-I experiences of oppression

"Minh-ha L7.

'oGoetz , L99l-, L34
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be weighted equally. But an equalized notion of oppression

leaves us without a way of thinking about justice or polítics

that can be applied to specific contextsrr'u

Goetz argues that the end result of the second position,

that takes its basis from postmodernism, is potitical

paralysis. Her main criticisms are that, firstly, one of the

tenets of thís approach is that rrevery account of the world

is a construct, a narration, a fíction and hence each account

is as worthy or true as its critique, tt'" and secondly, that the

deconstruction of tr^roman' has caused the identity of woman to

díssolve into a 'pLurality of differences' .77

lilhat is of particular relevance f or this thesis f rom

these two positions is the concept of 'Iocat.ion', i.e. one's

speaking position. [Vestern feminists at first used the tern

'woman' in a universalistic sense, speaking for a-Z-L women and

assuming that all- women had the same needs and experíences as

r/ìrere beíng addressed under the banner of Western feminism.

with this approach nohr being criticised by non-Western and

Western vüomen, the question of 'who can speak for whom?' iS

being asked.

Ànother question is if generalisations are ever relevant

'uãoel-z, L991,, L45.

'"GoeEz, 1-991-, 1-47

"Walby also argues that the fragmentation in
postmodernism has gone too far. See Walby in Destabilizing
Theory: Contemporary Feminist Debates, eds. Michele Barrett
and Anne PhiJ-tips (Cambridge: Polity, L992).
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or whether localised and specific references that situate a

text must always be used? Can hre ever speak of '^African

women', or 'Bangladeshi hlomen', or 'Àustralian women'?

Mohanty argues not against generalisations as such, but for
rrcareful, historically specific generalizatíons responsive to

complex realitiesrr." Thís notion of localised, specific

analysis is one that wiII be raised again when discussing

'alternatives' to approaching/Eranscending the current

sítuation.

Beyond essentialism and postmodernism?

In order to move forward from t'he current debates about

'\,voman', particularly those between essentialism and

postmodernist perspectives, do hte need to rrexplore the

critical insights provided by advocates of each of these

perspectives as wel-I as the pohler relations that inhere in

them and to play with their interconnections as well as their
points of conflictrr?'n or does this fail to deal fully with

the postmodernist notion of feminism's epistemological

failure?
Goetz goes further by arguing that hre need to think

beyond these tensions. She concludes that we need to:

Engage with difference without diminishing it, hre
need to insist on a commitment to inclusiveness.

"Mohanty, L99L, 69.

'nNancy À. Hewitt, rrCompounding Dif f erences , It Feminist
Studies 1-8 (1,992): 324.
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We need to submit to a continual questioning of our
own positions and claims. And we need to be guided
in our coalitions by the questions of survivat which
rdomen face at various historical mornents according
to the meanings that are attached to gender, race,
class, sexuality, creed and nat.ion.'o

We need to be able to listen to another hroman's experiences

and to be able to accept the 'truth' of this experience, and

not to deconstruct an experience to the point that it is no

tonger a 'l-ived reality'. Ram also is conscious of the need

for 'experiencet not to be lost within the realms of feminist

postmodernist theorising, in order that the concept of

subjectivity not become a rrcaricature made up of the various

speakíng, reading and writ,ing 'positions'... that its

opponents have made of itrr."

Use of the term 'inclusiveness' does pose problems for

Àng, who argues that inclusion can tronly be entertained by

those who have the povíer to includerr r"' thus revealing the

complexities of different terms, and the power relationships

inherent ín language and meaning.

StraÇegies for the Future

The above díscussions do not, however, provide many

tocoetz , L99L, l-53.

"Kalpana Ram, rrÎoo tTraditional' Once Again,rr Àustralian
Feninist Studies 17 (1993): 25.

"'Ien Ang, rrI'm a feminist but... 'other' women and
postnational feminismr t'

eds. Barbara Caine & Rosemary Pringle (Sydney: AIIen and
Unwin, L995) 73.
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specific, practical examples of how to transcend the currenL

debates, Goetz does provide a useful analysis of a 'partial'
claim to knowledge:

It r'ríI1 be impossible to claim an abstract
ob ject,ivity for knowledge; each claim will be
understood to be ernbodied, to represent a partial
knowing in whích the knower consciously takes
responsibility for her claims and her enabling
practices. Embodied objectivity opens itself up to
continual testing Ín relation to other knowing
positions. Ànd it is precísely because of the
knower's partiality that she witl be able to see
with others without claining to be Èhem, or forcing
them to see her way."'

Thus hre are building up a picture of what position one can

speak from, and how to move beyond lrlestern feminism speaking

for Third Wor1d riromen.

What needs to be questioned is the overwhehning need,

particularly by hlestern feminism, to address whether Third

World bromen can 'speak'. Is this emphasis merely reinforcing

the dominance of the ûrlest in some respects by implying that

Western hromen are currently able to 'speak' in a non-

problematical- way? This is not to say that this is the

reality for Western vtomen, but that hlestern women (speaking

as they are from a dominant position within the 'hlest and the

Rest' discourse) are problematising ThÍrd hlorld tùomen but not

themselves, What this thesis is concerned with, however, is
the representation of Third lrlorld women within development

agencies, and thus, the emphasis here is on how Third World

"Goetz, L991, Lst.
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hromen are constructed within the consÈraints of this
particular arena.

one example that is moving in the direction of breaking

down the unifíed category of Third !{orld bromen is located by

Mohanty in her analysis of a number of lrlestern feminist texts,
Maria Miest work The Lace Makers of Narsapur rrillustrates how

the category of women is constructed in a variety of political

contexts that often exist simultaneously and overlaid on top

of one another.rFo tlohanty continues that the work also offers
positive strategies for the hromen of Narsapur by not placing

the tvomen into the position of victím, and by showing the

contradictions inherent in their posÍtions so that those

positions can be challenged.

Jane Parpart comes to the same conclusion in her critique

of postnodern theory's application to hromen and development.

She urges a rrcloser, more localized and specific examination

of Third !{orld úüomen's strategies for survíval.tt'u (ny itatics)

The use of the terrn 'strategies'r âs a term that indicates

agency, turns the notion of Third hlorld vüomen as passive

victins on its head, although the inpTicatìon still remains

of an 'examinatíon' that will be done by a Western person of
Third World women's strategies, thus continuing a relationship

'oMohanty , L99L, 65.

'uJane L. Parpart, rrhlho is the ì Other t ? : À Postmodern
Feminist Critique of lilomen and Development Theory and
Practice, rr Development and ChancÍe 24 ( l-993 ) : 456.
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of inequality."

Frankenberg and Mani discuss the current debates in

femÍnism on subjectivity and argue that it is inportant to
Itmaintain a sharp analysis of the relationship between

subjectivity and pohrer, subject,ivity and specific relations

of domination and subordinationrr". They advocate rrcomplex,

rnultiply engaged yet tocally focused analysesrt." Their

analysis of the term 'postcolonial' in India, Britain, and the

US is an example of a conçept's meaning being dependent on the

interaction of axes of subordination and domination, at a

historically specific and localised site.

Complex subjectivities consist of gender, class, and race

intersecting at different points to form ever-changing

Iocations from which people speak. Maynard raises a

number of important points that must be taken into account

"Ram's study of Mukkuvar women in an Indían fishing
community also raises the need for localised and specific
'representations'. She found that donesticity is organised
very differently from that of a western household ín thís
community the dístinction between the domestic and the publíc
is very blurred. There is more syrnbolic meaning attached to
the concept of donesticity and the work done within this
sphere is more empowering for women than other work that is
available in the public sphere. While such localísed
examinations seem essential to overcoming generalised views
of peopte and communities, the danger of some voices within
communities always remaining dominant must be recognised,
See Kalpana Ram, Mukkuvar Women (Sydney: Àllen & Unwin, 1-991-)
227.

"Ruth Frankenberg and Lata
Crosstalk: Race,'Postcoloniality'
Location,t' Cultural Studies 7 (1-993):

"Frankenberg and Mani 306.

Mani
and
305.

t
rrCrosscurrents ,

the PoIitícs of
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regarding race and gender. one is the material conditions

that affect the situations experienced by people, and another

is for an end to analysing íssues of race and gender as if

they hrere rrdiscrete systems of poÌ¡rerrt.eg

Thus the main points raised by wríters as 'strateqies for

the future' are the need for localised analyses that engage

the complex and ever-changing subjectivities of people, along

with a recognition and constant questioning about Western

feminism's assumpÈions and speaking posítions.

West/Rest and Western Women/Third úilorld Wornen

Strategies for moving beyond the discourse of the hlest

and the Rest are linked to the fernínist debates raised here.

The issues are too complex to attempt to right the

inequaliÈies þy merely includíng those that vrere previously

excluded (as with the concept of 'íntegration' by l{ID).

Neither can hte attempt a reversal of the discourse by trying
to place Third World people in the position of dominance. In

some respects, this seems to be the line that Western

feminists who apologise for their Western origins take. In

this scenario, Ram sees Western feminists as placing

themselves in the position of needing only Èo rrprovide an

admiring audience and derive pleasure from the spectacle of

"Mary Maynard, ruRacet, Gender and the Concept of
'Difference' in Feminist Thoughtrrr The Dynamics of,'Race' and
Gender, eds. Haleh Afshar and Mary Maynard (London: Taylor &

Francis, L994) 2L.
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Third lrÏorld Woman-I¡latching" . no

As Ram argues with regard to Third World r^tomen being

represented as endowed with what she calls 'super-agency',
I'the oscillation to the opposite pole of the binary oppositÍon

between victin/agent fails to deconstruct the colonialist
problematicrr." She cites Sunder Rajan's response to this

using the example of sati in India, in which Sunder Rajan's
rfemphasis on bringing domination and resistance into the same

account ínstead of viewing them as mutually exclusive ís a

hallmark of the most fruitful accounts of the colonial subject

currentJ-y availablert . " In other words, the meaning of

'resístance' and 'domination' depends on the location of the

speaker, and a recognition of this, along wíth an employment

of such hlestern categories in a way that transcends their

meaning as binary oppositions, can begin to displace lilestern

definitions of Third hlortd within the dominant discourse.

Stephens also critiques Western feminism's tendency to

clíng to binary categories ín her analysis of T,ed Books

publications on Third World Ìdomen. She writes that rrthe Third

World woman is presented as beíng more 'real' than the Western

feminist represented as a pure original feminist

consciousness, shaped outside historical or cultural

ooKalpana Ram, rrtFirst' and 'Third lVor1dt feminisms: a nevt
perspective?, rr AFian SÈudies Review l-5 ( 1-99L ) : 92.

"Ram, L99L, 95.
ttRam, t99L, 95.
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íntervention an authentic voicerr.n' Third Wor]d Women are

presented as tnaturet to Western hromen's tculture', and

therefore in a position of subordination, and yet, similar to
Ram's analysis of binary reversal above, Third Wortd !{omen are

positioned as a superior 'authentic voice'. Thís is another

example of the contradictions evident within discourses.

GÍven the construction of a úrlestern development agency

as a powerful financial donor to Third World recipients, is
it possible that Third World hromen can be represented in
anything but a subordinate position within the¡n? The links

between the debates about Western feminism outlined above and

WID/GAD policies (derived from theories constructed in the

main part from !ìlestern feminísm) are such that the discussions

and critíques about 'difference' are slowty finding their way

into WID/GAD thought, but, as Goet,z points out, practice lags

far behind research.'o

Particularly relevant to development agencies is a point

raised þy Spurr, in reference to how lrtestern journalists

believe themselves to be syrnpathetic to the 'colonised' but

continue to reinforce the dominant representations. Spurr

writes that rrthe synpathetic humanitarian eye is no less â

product of deeply hel-d colonialist values, and no less

authoritative in the mastery of its object, than the surveying

o'Julie Stephens, rUShovü and TeII': hlriting on Third Wortd
hlomenrr, Arena 88 (l-989) L7O.

'ocoetz I L99L, L37 .
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in a position of sympathy toward Third hlorld communities, thus

need to realise that 'doing good' does not make them immune

to the workings of the dominant discourse.

Recognition of the effects of colonialism and Western

dominance on ThÍrd World peoples, as well as the struggle for

al-L peoples to represent themselves outside of the dominant

discourses are necessary steps towards alternatives.

Alternative discourses between the Third ûforld and the hlest

are a long way from fruition. As Spurr writes, Itthere is yet

to be created either a tradition or even a recognízabIe style

that would reflect an actual- dialogue between the West and

what is called the Third Worldrr.n'

Spurr gives examples of where 'points of resístance' have

already begun to move beyond the dominant, discourse. He

believes that the terms of the discourse can be reappropriat,ed

and turned against their source, citing the example of

Sudanese hromen who, in commenting about the rudeness and body

odour of the British, attributed rrto the colonizing race the

very qualities of barbarism and bodily abjection with which

colonial discourse traditionally constitutes the otherrr.n'

"tspurr 20.

"Spurr 2oo.

"Spurr L87.
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However, the consequenses of hlestern dominance on the

subjectiviÈíes of Third hlorld people must always be

emphasised. As Ram points out, even the rrvery terms of

resistance to colonía1isn have been overdetermÍned by the

díscursive domination of the [ùest. Nationalist movements have

been largely inscribed within lVestern narratives of modernity,

democracy and socialismtr.n"

Concluding remarks

Postmodernism of f ers ner¡ù vrays to recognise and

deconstruct the dominance of Western feminism and the current

debates over femínism's relevance for aII women, and from this

many new discussions are emerging, as outlined above, offering

alternative ways of representing and speaking about rdomen.

Äs many critics of postmodernism point out, there is a

detachment that removès postmodern analyses from the reality

of material existence that results from the various

'intersections' of race, qender, and class. Like Goetz, Ang

calls for the adoption of a potitícs of 'partiality'. By this

she means acceptance that ttfeminism can never ever be an

encompassing politícal home for alI hromenrr.nn Ang argues that

feminisn must accept its limits as a political project. No

doubt the fear of losing strength against patríarchy feeds

"Ram t L99L, 92.

'nAng 73.
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hlestern feminists' desire for a universal sisterhood. But by

recognisíng feminism's limits, it does not mean that
coalitions cannot stitl be built and that 'feminism' is no

Ionger a useful theory. It does mean, however, that (using

Goetz's politics of 'partiality' which delves into the concept

in more depth than Àng) hre can know the limÍts of the position

from which Ì,üe are speaking, the linits of universalisms, and

the lirnits of Western notions of binary oppositions and rigid,

uncomplicated subjectivities. As Mohanty writes, rrstrategic

coalitions which construct oppositional political identities
for themselves are based on generalization and provisional

uníties, but the analysis of these group idenÈities cannot be

based on universalistic, ahistorícaI categoriesrr.l00 From this
knowledge we can recognise the position from which we read,

as well as speak, and the constructions of 'Others' that

reinforce the dominant discourses.

This chapter has discussed postmodern 'theories' of the

position of the lilest and the Third Wor1d within the dominant

discourses, along with feminist debates concerned with how

'hroman' is constructed. This locates the analyses of CAA and

ÀusAID WIDIGAD policies in chapter five. In this next chapter

I will discuss the methods used for both chapÈers five and

six.

'ooMohanty, L99L, 69.
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4 Research llethods

Introduction

This chapter presents the methods that I witl be using

for the following two chapters that, fírstly, analyse AusAID

and CAÂ's VIID/GAD polícies and, secondly, focus on CAA

projects and promotional material in more depth.

An awareness of the restrictions and oppressions that

hromen face ín the world locates this thesis as feminist.
However, I also recognise that many ferninisms exist and that
for many !ìromen, both non-t{estern and l¡lestern, oppression

exists in many differenÈ forrns. A growing number of Third

lilorld and Western feminists have seen that postmodernism has

something to offer feminísm to enable it to move beyond being

a l{estern-dominated theory. However, as discussed in chapter

three, there are differingr beliefs as to what extent

postmodernism can be taken up by feminisrn, gíven feminism's

highly political stance and history of activism.

Postmodernism offers many new strategies for recognising

both how theory, knowledge, and povrer operate and for
analysing their inÈeractions for points of resistance and

weakness. Postmodern discourses ttseek to distance us from

and make us skeptical about belíefs concerning truth,
knowledge, power, the self, and language that are often Èaken

for granted within and servê us as legitirnatíon for
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contêmporary Ï¡lestern culturerf .'o' The two most important

components of postmodern theory used here are the analysis of

language (as defined in chapter three), and the questioning

of subjectivity. Postmodernism argues that the humaníst

position of a unified self needs to be replaced with an

understanding of the self as capable of holding a number of

contradictory positions simultaneously. These positions are

produced by the (conplex and often ín conflict) discursive

fields in which hre are sítuated. In addition, postmodernist

theory reveal-s the power relations whích determine knowledge

and the 'truth'.

$lhat does this thesis hope to achieve?

By analysing the relationship between a Western 'donor'
aid organisation and the Third World women 'recipients', I
want to raise questions about how the donor/recipient

relationship sits rrrithin, and is informed by, the discourse

of the 'ülest and the Rest'. For example, can an equal

relatíonship ever exist between the two (i.e. donor and

recipient)? I wish to raise the issue of whether an agency

has no choice but to speak from the position of 'expert, (and

thus speak for the 'recipientg') because 'donor' and

'recipient' are located within the dominant discourse in

'otJane FIax rrPostmodernism and Gender
Feminist Theory,tr Feminism/Postrnodernism,
Nicholson (New York: Routledge, L990) 4I.

Relations
ed. Linda

in
J.
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posítions of inequalíty. By operat,ing wíthin the discourse

of the 'West and the Rest' is a Western aid agency abLe to

transcend the positÍon of dominance in which it ís located?

In partícular, I am focusing on Third World women and how

they are constructed within a Western donor agency. Since WID

became an issue in Èhe L97Ots, Western agencies have grappled

with r'ìrays for Third Wortd women to benefit fron development

pro jecÈs. As the criticisns of Third lrlorld r¡romen became

Iouder (or lVesterners became more inclined to listen?), nehr

theories have developed to try to deal with the issue of Third

hlorld women. In the last ten years or so, feminist, debates

about both the I¡IID /GAD approaches and the use of postmodern

techniques have raised new issues about !ùomen and development.

Theories grounded Ín postmodern techniques are often

criticised for their lack of practical use and there have been

few practical examples of these techniques being applied

successfutty to Western development policies or projects.'o'

In particular, I found a lack of analyses using postmodern

techníques of development agencies promotional brochures. I

chose to analyse these as they provide powerful examples of

the agency's position - on the one hand providing support for

Third tüorld women under the auspices of a hIID/GAD policy,

while on the other hand wanting to convince ülestern donors to

'o'For examples, see Mohanty, L99L, oD the representation
of third world women in hlestern feninist texts; Parpart and
Marchand, Feminism/Postmodernism/Development,, L995.
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donate money to theÍr projects. Is there a chance of WID

being used as a ploy (conscious or not) to increase donations?

By using the technique of content analysis to examine the

poticíes and publications of two Àustralian development

agencies, I hope to contribute to the discussion surrounding

the construction of Third Ialorld women within the lrTest in
general, and particularly within the area of development, âs

weII as to begin to open up a discussion of how (if at all)

a lilestern aid agency can move from its present position of

reinforcing power inequalities between the West and the Third

World.

Method

In chapter five I analyse AusAID and CAA's policies on

Third World women. Thís is done by looking at publications

that have been put out over the last five years by each agency

ín relation to WIDlcÀD. These publicatíons hrere then analysed

using textual analysis, in order to locate the aqency's

position within the field of WID/GÀD. A survey by ACFOÀ (the

Australian NcO organisation) of WfD within Australian NGO's

was included to locate the policíes withÍn the Australian

context. The analysis also aimed to expose any

inconsistencies or gaps within the policies. Such

inconsistencies often reveal a superficial approach to the

issues, as well as the agency's posítion within the discourse

of Vlestern dominance. The language used in the policy to
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construct the image of Third lilorld bromen often places Third

lrlorld lromen in the position of 'rOtherrr, and particularly in

the position of victin.

The }anguage used within the policies hras often vague

and contained certain key terms such as tempowering women' and

'participation' without any real discussion of what these

entailed. on the one hand, this indícated the possibility of

superficial understanding of what l{ID/cÀD entailed, while on

the other hand, it is díffícult within the scope of this

thesis to folloId up in any way how terms like 'participation',
and the policies in general, present themselves in practice.

Other questions asked of the publications were who they

were ûùritten for and whether space vüas gíven to comrnunities,

and Third World women in particular, to 'speak for themselves'

or whether they were always 'talked about'. In general, the

publications rdere written for the Australian public who are

concerned with development issues, either as information for
donors or as educational resources. The AusAID publicatíons

may also be intended for Australian business which is often

Ínvolved in many of the ÀusÀID development projects overseas.

One of AusAID's goals is to encourage greater involvement of

Àustralian business in aÍd projects, particularly as a means

of improving Èrade relations between Àustralia and Asia. The

CAÄ cAD policy, it must be noted, is a draft that at this
stage was intended for internal use only.

In chapter six I am analysing four projects funded by
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CAÀ ín India and Bangladesh, and four years of AWARE bulletins
published by CAA to provide information on projects for
donors, âs well as a number of promotional pamphLets.

The projects are analysed using the same techniques and

asking the same questions as the policies analysed in the

previous chapter. The projects tüere not analysed in any way

for their 'effects' on the Third World bromen ínvolved in them,

rather the text r¡üas taken and analysed as it was presented

within reports and recommendatíons available from CÀ^A. The

selection of Èhe projects was determined by the fact that in
some cases the infornation available on projects was Iirnited

whích narrowed choices considerably and, in the end, the four

exarnples r^Iere chosen because they provided differing examples

of how Third lilorld rdomen are represented. By differing
exarnples, I mean different to rny tWestern' eyes.

The AWÀRE bulletins are sent out to ÀlilARE rnembers

rnonthly. ÀlitÂRE is a program in whích members donate a set

amount of money per month to CAA projects. Forty-eight

bulletins were analysed, i.e. four years worth, from l-991--95.

Four years was chosen ín order to give a broad range of

projects over a number of years. The bulletin is a black and

white brochure that details a CAA funded project each month.

The bulletins are written in order to ínform ÀIVARE members of

where their donations go, and also to educate them about

development ín overseas communities. It is the former role
that I am concêrned with here. ÀWÀRE members are generally
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middle-class and tertiary-educated people who donate to CAA

because they have some knowledge about development, issues and

wish to contríbute to building a just and equal society.

Because of this, the AWÀRE bulletins need to provide a certain

Ievel of information for the mernbers to belíeve that their

donations are doing some 'good'. In this respect, the donor

plays a powerful role in being in the position to withdraw

their financial aid if the bulletins (representing CAÀ's work

and policies) do not meet their 'expectations'. In addition,

the front photograph and project title are important

components of the brochure, as people often tend to glance at

these without finding the tine to read the whole thing.

The bultetins stere broken down into photographs and text.
The number of photos htas noted, âs was the subject (female,

male, community) of the photo and its relevance to the project
(as described ín the text of the brochure). Other aspects

hrere also examined, ê.9. whether the photo showed a

person/people in a passive stance or whether they tûere

actively engaged in doing sonething. The text was analysed

for the words used to describe the project and the 'recipient'
community, and in particular for how wonen trrere 'constructed'
by the text. Questions asked were: does the community 'speak

for itself in any way?; is there an effort to redress the

inherent inequality between the community and CAA in the

text?; who is situated in the positíon of pohrer within the

text? Finally, the questions of who took the photographs and
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!,tho Ì,ürote the text hrere considered.

Diffículties encountered were in analysing the difference

between passive and active photos and their relevance to the

project. The passive photos díd not appear as relevant to the

project, only because the 'subject/s' hrere not getting water

from a well t or ptanting trees, or whatever the project is
concerned wÍth. In this contexÈ, a photograph that depicts

'action' does provide the hlestern víewer with an alÈernative

to the stereotype of Third lilorld people as'dependent,
helpless victims'. However, this raísed the issue of a

possible need for hlestern donors to see images of the

'recipients' working (for their aid noney?). Is it that

'under hlestern eyest, aíd project 'recipientst can only move

between these two sÈereotypes? This issue becomes

particularly relevant when these photographs are presented

within the context of an aid project bulletin that provídes

the donor wíth 'proof' that their money will be put to good

use. The last section of chapter six analyses three

promotional brochures from CÀÀ (promotíng the AWARE program

to potentiat donors) by asking the same questions of the text
and photographs as were asked of the ÀWARE bulletins.

In conclusion, and leading onto the next chapter,
dçc.¡ssecl os

development isvone partícular example of how the discourse of

the 'úüest and the Rest' operates. I want to use the debates

about how to trepresent difference' and how to move beyond the

I¡lestern/Third World dichotomy and relate them to how Community
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construct Third T¡lorld r,ìromen through
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5 - ÀusÀID and CÀÀ policies on ltlomen and Development

IntroducÈion

In this chapter I am lookinq at the IaIID approaches of two

Àustralian development agencies in qreater depth. These are

the Australían government's overseas aid department AUsAID

(formerly AIDÀB and ADÀB) and the non-governmental

organisation, Comnunity Àid Abroad. Both agencies have

examined their WID policies in recent years. AusAID enployed

a I,VID consultant in L992 after a major review of project

desígn and irnplementation hras conducted in 1-99L. As a result

of the work by this consultant a revised I¡¡ID policy was

adopted. This year, 1,995, Community Aid Àbroad (cAÀ) has

produced a draft policy on cAD, an initiative of the Gender

Workíng Group (a group of CAÀ employees that meets only

infrequently). At the Èime of writing this policy was still

in draft form so comments on it are restricted to basíc

elements that are unlikely to change.

I4IID/GAD polícies from these two agencies wítt be analysed

for their location within the htomen and development sphere of

thought, as discussed in chapter two, and for the construction

of Third lilortd ûromen wiÈhin them. Does the representation of

Third World vùomen within the policies reinforce the discourse

of the '!ìlest and the Rest', and how does the agency deal wíth

thís, if it does at all? Specific project examples from CÀA

wiII then be analysed in the next chapter, along with some CAÀ
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promotional- material. Regarded as Àustralia's most

progressive development agency, CAA's nehr GAD draft is the

first specifíc policy on rdomen/gender that the agency has had

and it wíII be ínteresting to examine the approach that has

been taken.

ft ís important also to state that this chapter is not

evaluating how projects have affected the Iives of Third t{orld

women, nor is it analysing Third hlorld women's responses to

policíes and projects by these two agencies. I belíeve that

such an analysis can only be done in conjunction with the

Third Wor1d hromen who are involved in the projects.

AusÀfD. and. hlomen and Development

In L987 AusÀID produced a WID analysÍs based on a

questionnaire dístributed to desk officers in the programs

division. The findings hrere as follows:

Projects where hlID activities hrere not included but
desk officers would like to have seen WID considered

L7z
Projects where WID activities hrere not included and
desk officers didn't see WID as relevant - 452
Projects not considered in terms of WID
implementation - 282
Projects r,uith some activities targeted at women
l_ o ?'o'

Of those projects targeted partiatty at !ùomen, they vrere most

often in the areas of health and social welfare. AusAID's

policy at the tine (L987) was that WfD should be considered

'o'Louise Morauta, ûVomen in Development and ÀDAB's
Bitateral Proiects (Canberra: ADAB, 1987) L.
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in the design of the project, only some of which would

eventually incorporate activitÍes targeted at r,'romen.'oo The

female/ma1e ratio of ÀusAID staff litas also assessed and it

was found that 49 out of 474 projects had females enployed

full-tine with AusÀID funding. Out of those 49, in 30 the

proportion hras less than 3l-? and in L6 aLl the employees l¡ùere

female.'ou The importance of agencíes having female staff

involved in top-Ievel decision rnaking, ês weII as project

desígn and implementation ís crucial for two reasons.

First1y, the ínput of women and men into policy decisions

should be equal, and secondly, âD agency's !{fD policy that

asks for greater female representation in projects is useless

if the agency itself has littte female representat,Íon.

From these statistics, AusAID sahr the main constraints

being the Èype of activity that it supports, and factors

external to AusAID, such as the views of 'recipient' countries

and the condítions in those countries. A large component of

its programs deals with trade, equipment supplies, or

technical assistance. The survey found little bureaucratic

resistance to hlID (perhaps because no-one really knew what it

entailed), but that overall, WID issues had failed to be

raised in any systemaklc way in the design of projects. In

fact, in four cases desk officers decided to add tr¡ID

tooMorauta 8.
touMorauta 1-3.
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activities to some projects as a result of the survey. It was

also found that NGO projects handed over to the AusAID's

program divisíon Ìârere particularly well suited to

incorporating !ÍID and the conclusion $ras drawn that rrit may

be that ensuring a secure and contínuing niche for Nco

initiated projects in country programs may be the best way to

promote activities targeted on lromenrr.'o' Does this indicate

that the NcO approach to hlID is more progressive than

AusAID's? Results of a survey by the Australian Council for

Overseas Aid (ACFOA), the umbrella organisation for Australian

NGo's, will discuss this [qþ.er in the chapter. Morauta's

use of the word'niche'here is also an interesting choice.

lrlhile her evaluatíon of the survey results can in no way be

seen as a reflection of AusAID policy, reference to projects

for women as being able to fit Ínto a niche indicates a

certain predeterrnined notion of what hlID should consist of.

LggL Revíew of ÀusAID'ç hfID policy

In 1991 a review of IVID within AusÀID was produced, from

which a nel'tt WID polícy and comprehensive plan of action

emerged. The plan included a five-year lìlID strategy for each

component of Àustralia's program, at least one substantial üIfD

initiative for each country program, and active incorporation

totMorauta L6.
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of IVID into current programming, through institutional

strengthening.'o' The revised WID policy states that htomen are

central to economic and social life and nrust have a ful-l and

equal place in development. Failure to do thís results in the

failure of progress. The three objectives of the policy are:

1. To ensure lromen have a say in decísion-rnaking
about overall aid objectives, sectoral emphases and
types of activíties, so that the aid program is
increasingly relevant to trtomen's needs and
preferences;
2. To increase bromen's direct participation in aII
aíd activities, so that Àustralia's ODA [Overseas
Development Agencyl is more developmentally
effective; and
3. To enhance women's status through initiatíves
whích address the causes of systernic dísadvantage
and women's specific economic and social needs.'o'

A number of terms can be questioned Ín these three points.

For example, is Australia's oDÀ to be more developmentally

effecÈive for women, or for men and hromen, i.e. the community?

What does 'having a say in decísion-making' and 'direct
participation' really mean in practice?

À booklet called Equal Partners: Gender Àwareness and

Australian Development Cooperation has been produced by AusAID

and outlines this policy in detaíI. The booklet also provides

a comprehensive account of WfD approaches and ÀusAID's arrival

at its current WID policy. It díscusses the gender divÍsÍon

of labour, women's triple roles in production, reproduction,

'o'@17.

'''AIDAB, rrWomen in Development Policy Statementrt (N.p.:
ATDAB, ]-992) t.
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and community services, and also the ways that hromen have been

overlooked in the development process. It discusses
t mainstreaming' ( i . e . moving lrromen's concerns into the

mainstream) as a strategy that energed at the end of the U.N.

Decade and identifies two approaches to this strategy. One

approach challenges the agenda of the current development

plannÍng approach to include r¡rromen's perspectives and to

include hromen as decision makers (i.e. to begin to change the

structures of the whole process of development), while the

other aims to bring hromen into the exisÈing mainstream so that
gender issues will be systematically considered across the

range of sectors . ton

The booklet goes on to say that the rnajority of

development agencies, national government authorities, and

some NGO's follow the second approach, while the first

approach is advocated by a few NGO s and women's groups from

developing countries. There is no indícation specifically as

to which approach AusÀID is committed to, but from its stated

policy aíms one would assume the second approach. The booklet,

does not analyse in greater depth as to which approach is the

more beneficial to Third Vilorld vüomen, nor does it discuss any

further the approach by organisations such as DAWN that are

advocating radical restructuring of the development process

fron hroments perspectives.

ton@
t 1_3.
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The booklet discusses gender analysis and planning but

continues to use the term hlID to describe its poticy. ûVhat

does this indicat,e about the content of its policy? AUSAID

states that:

ongoing gender awareness and gender analysis
training is increasing the commitment and skills of
AIDÀB staf f to apply lilID policy to a range of
different programming areas. Gender analysis is now
integrated into guidelines for country programming.
Consultants responsible for implementing Australian
aíd projects are also increasingly avtare of the
effects that development activities have on tüomen,
and of the need to include women in all aspects of
decisíon-making about aid programmíng."o

ÀusÀID's poticy on r'ìromen in developnent does noÈ move

completely into the GÀD approach, as defined by Eva Rathgeber,

quoted in chapter thro."' of the two 'mainstreaming'

approaches described by AusÀID above, it is the first optíon

that would fall into the category of GAD, whíIe, as mentioned,

I would assumê AUsAID to fatl into the second category.

Questions to ask are whether GAD policies can ever be

real-ised in practíce given the existing structure of hlestern

donors and Third lrlorld recipients. This is linked to the

question of how it is possible to move beyond the 'hlest and

the Rest' discourse. ÀusAfD makes no reference to the power

irnbalance between Australia and the trecipient' developíng

countries and thus fails to address the issues raised by this

inequality.

"oEqual Partners, L6.

"'Rathgeber, L99o , 495.



AusAID's New,Directions.

AusAID's 1995 paper trNel¡r Directions in Àustralia's

oversêas Aíd Programrr summarises future poticy directions:

The importance of íntegrating the economic, social
and ecological- dimensions of development the
fundamental importance of promoting economic growth
on the basis of equity and long-term sustainabitity;
rnaintaining and enhancing ecological systens;
improving quality of life through access to health
services, family ptanning, educatíon, a range of
basic human rights and participation of all groups
in development, with particular emphasís on the role
of women in development."'

The rrNew Directionsrt paper focuses on social development, in
particular population, health and education. Population has

become a najor priority for AusAID. The World Bank has also

increased funding in this area and has initiated a Safe

Motherhood program that includes family ptanning. Motivatíon

for the World Bank to focus on this particular area is from

íts belief that the improvement of mothers' health and

education ín famity planning will expand women's economic

opportuníties and reduce poputation grohrth."' While this in

Ítself may very wetl be a positive step for Third hlorld htomen,

initiatives such as these may end up having negative results,
part,icularly if they are decisions that, are made from the top

down or are initiatives that focus heavily on the reproductíve

"'AIDÀB, New Dirqctions in AUsÈralia's overseas Aid
Prosram (Canberra: AfDAB, L995) l-0-1L.
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fhe
( 1_s8e ) :

"'l,Iayra Buvinic, rrlnvesting in Poor Women:
Psychology of Donor Support,rr l{orld Development L7
L048.
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aspects of r^romen's lives. It. is irnportant for the World Bank

(and AUsAID) to clarify that a hidden agenda of population

control for developing countríes (that, does not fulIy analyse

the underlying causes and issues) is not its main motive.

AusÀID's main emphasis, as stated in tné introduction of

Equal Partners, is that women must play a 'central role' in

development ín order to promote 'ecologicalty sustainable

development'. this is because women play a 'key role' in

society and 'seeíng women as equal partners and investing in

hromen makes economic sense'. This final phrase using the

terms tinvesting' and 'economic sense' is the key to
justif ication of T^IID for ÀusAID it is an economic and

efficiency-driven move. AusAID's hlfD policy recognises the

dífficulties that Third lilorld women face and identifies the

underlying barriers. Horuever, this recognition is prompted

by international pressure and United Nations policies.

Justification for WID as a measure of efficiency neglects the

real issuesr âs argued in chapter two with regards to the

World Bank's approach. It is a thin line between, otr the one

hand, recognition that ûromen do a lot of the work and are

often better organised and better managers than men, and, on

the other hand, exploiting that recognition for the benefit

of the 'developmentt process.

fn other words, one needs to ask what the agency is

wanting to achieve through the development process. Is it

responding directly to vüoments fight for more recognition,
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more training, more time-saving devices, and even a nerÂr $ray

of looking abdevel-opment overalt, or is it responding to the

WID 'movement' and turning ít around to suit j-ts own agenda?

This is not to say in any hray that the WID policy presented

by AusAID is not created from a genuine need to help women and

to try to recognise their needs, but the question is whether

this genuine 'concern', and belief that they are 'doing good',

ls enough. AusAID's [r]ID policy refers briefly to the survival

techniques and strength of Third hlorld women, to the local

women's organisations that are pushing for recognition and

participation, and also for the right to tive their lives as

they wish. Any ViIID policy needs to start here, but it needs

substance to make it more than a token gesture.

ACFOA Review

The ÀCFOA review in June 1,992 came Èo some interesting

conclusíons about ülfD within Australian NGO s (including CAA).

The review hras Èhe product of two weeks of consult,ations

between representatives from NGO s and most spokespeople came

to the conclusion that evidence that $romen are directly

benefiting from development programs is anecdotal and lacks

any real proof to back it up. ft túas found that ltof the

organisations interviewed, no agency had conducted a

systematic evaluation of its programs with respect to

assessing the impact of development assistance on women nor

undertaken a thorough analysis of rrùomen's participation at
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different levels of the project cyclerr.114 WID is on the NGo

agenda, it was pointed out, but what was lacking was concerted

action in order for Third lilorld hlomen to see real changes.

The report advised that rrWID is not about aid projects.

Rather it is a consideratíon at every level of the development

process that requires structural change, resources, and

fundamental changes in our perception of aidrr."u The AcFoA

review cited three major barrÍers to real change within (1)

the Third lilorld community; (2) the inptementing organisation;

and (3) the Australian NGo.

ülithin the first, project planning processes may often

deal with community leaderships in which r¡üomen have little or

no participatory role; there may be time constraints,' hlomen

may have no spare time to participate; agencies may falsely

assume that women witl not be affected by the project, i.e.

there is not enough research into the roles within that

particular community.

within the implementing organisation (i.e. Australian or

other lrlestern NGos, or NGOs from the 'recipient' country)

consideration for women is often left up to the inclinations

of NGO staff or individuats on project committees. The report

said that even where the partner organisation is staffed in

"oAcFoA, lüomgn in Development in Àustral.ian NGo
Development Àssistançe Programs, prepared by Ann Kennedy,
L992,5.

"uÀcFoA l-0.
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the main by women, they find it difficult to overcome

traditionat status relatíonships that reinforce tvomen as

subordinate to men.

Within the third area, in Australia, the tokenistic

involvement of rdomen in NGOs was ref erred to, as btas the lack

of Ì,ìromen employed in senior management and board positions,

a factor that was also evident withín AusAID.

A number of recommendations were formulated as part of

the review, forming the basis of a WID Plan of Action for

NGo s. These r¡üere divided up Ínto: staffing policies within

the NGO's; íncorporating û{ID into NGO planning and evaluation,

with the emphasis on WID being a shared responsibility by

women and men; targeting development assistance, and includíng

an emphasis on reducing domestic labour; providing resources

for WID, with a plan to employ a WID coordinator to service

the Àustralían NGo community as weII as short-term

consultants; establíshing ties with women's networks; and

monitoring WID performance. Vilhile these recommendations are

positive steps there is no real- discussion of the

'partnership' between the Australian NGO s and existing

overseas NGo s despite this being raised as the second

barrier.

A concern was raised by the ACFOA review that as NGO s

gain broader access to government bilateral funding through

AusAID, tvomen wiIl be further marginalísed as bilateral
projects have to conform to agreements and schedules and tend
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to emphasise large projects."' This may indicat,e concern

about AusAID's hlfD policy component by the NGO community and

also points to the diffÍcutties that AusAfD itself faces in

changing their policy emphasis to become more hlomen-oríented.

CAA and Women and Development

As a member of AcFoA, Community Aid Àbroad's policy on

vromen and developrnent bras assessed within ÀCFoÀ's L992 survey.

CAÀ is in the process of formulating a cAD policy, âs

mentioned previously, but its project polícy overall appears

to be progressive. Its aim is always to support the most

vulnerable groups in developing countries, and thus its
projects differ quite narkedly from that of AusAID. The

experience is that:

[¡lomen are the most effective agents for change in
the Third !ìlorld. They are enthusiastic and
determined, and arê prepared to look beyond the
short term. T¡lhatever benefits they gain are usually
passed on to theír families and, ultimately, their
communities and countries."'

The language that CÀÀ uses to write about, Third World $romen

differs noticeably from that of ÀusAID. For exampJ-e, !ìIomen

are 'active agents of change' and cAA provides support for

women 'to enable them to gain more control over their otün

lives'. There is a recognition that Western donor agencies

'1"AcFoA 9.
11?cAA, rrThird lÍorld T¡lomen: Sharing the Poverty but not

the Powêr", Issues in Development no.2, D.d., 6.
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beyond describing people from Third lilorld

countries as active and intellígent people in theír own right,

rather than as having things 'done to them'. CÀA's GAD

approach questions current political and economic structures,

while AusÀfD's WID policy, despite the use of the term

'gender', is positioned wíthin the efficiency approach.

However, it could be said that there is a sÍmíIar tone

in AusAID's statement about Third World l¡romen making 'economic

sense' and CAÀts about Third lilorld htomen as the tmost

effective agents for change'. hlhat is presented here is an

exceedingly high expectation of Third lilorld hromen's

capabitities. Is it inevitable that a GÀD policy represents

Third World hromen in thís fight? Is this the 'reversal of

hierarchies' that Braidotti talked of?

The broad goal of the GAD draft that is being círculated

amonçt CAA staff for final comments is:

To promote and support a wider understanding of the
dynamics of gender relations and their impacÈ on the
daily lives of r,üomen and men, through an analysis
of gender roles as they relate to broader social,
economic, political, ídeological and cultural
issues, leading to an international program of
development initiatives undertaken by CAA that
reflects true strivingr for equality of opportunity
and justice."'

This policy is supported by the objective that for the design

and implementation of every project two issues rrform a

backdrop to aII work undertaken by, ot support,ed by cAÀ, They

118cÀÀ, rrGender and Development Policytt , 4.
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are l-) the natural environrnent and the ínpact of our work upon

it, and 2) ç[enderrr .lle These statements deal with the

relevance of gender analysis to women and men, and recognise

the importance of how gender and development impacts on both

the daily lives of people and the broader issues in society.

However, it is not absolutely clear how the policy fits into

the broader policy of CAA. This may become clearer as CAA

continues its policy appraisats.

Moving within 'the l{est and the Rest' discourse

From the hístory of WID it appears that the main

breakdown points are a lack of 'consultation' with Third World

râromen, a lack of recogtnition of how a relationship between a

hlestern donor and Third World recipients could be posit.ivety

consÈructed, and a lack of resources. An overall failure to

translate policies ínto practice is a result of all these

points but also the injustice of the entrenched economic and

social system that is dotninated by the lilest. The time that it

will take to move beyond these unjust systems is also a

factor. But what is the issue here is whether change can

occur within the current system and, if not, how these systems

can be radicatly altered. Do development agencies accept that

there needs to be structural change? Do they recognise the

ef fects of the 'lrlest and Rest' discourse , the power of

11ecdA, rrGender and Development Policyrt, 6.
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language, and the overwhelming need for discussion around and

understanding of these issues?

Neither AusÀID nor CAA discuss in any great detail in

their WID/GAD policies the unequal relationshíp between a

Western donor and a recipient Third World community. Àn

agency may be posítive about vùomen's central role in

development and through its policy women may be systematicatly

integrated into all facets of Èhe development process. But

the questíon remains as to how a 'partnership' can exíst

within a development process that hras conceived under a

Vrlestern, patriarchal system in which f inancial povüer is held

by the 'donor'? The concept of the Ïalestern donor and the

Third World community as the recipient forms a binary

relatj-onship that is reinforced by the West/Rest discourse.

The donor holds the porúer througrh f inancial, expertise,

knowledge, and bureaucratic dominance. Within this díscourse,

the recipient is placed in the position of helpless victim,

needing financial and technological assistance, and being

unable to do anything to get out of the situation they got

themselves into. The donor ís placed in the position of

feeling good about donating both money and expertise to 'help
the poor'.

The other side of that question is whether the positive

changes that some projects bring about for Third Wor1d hromen

will grenerate widespread, long-terrn change. Are the key terms

of 'participation', 'systematically integrated' and
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'involvement in decision-making' going to posítivety change

the lives of Third I¡lorld women? Àre these terms again imposed

on Thírd hlorld hromen by the lilest? ülhat does 'participation'
mean within a policy statement? Does it entail participation

in the whole project process from the initial reconmendation

through to evaluation and beyond? Or does it merely mean, as

an example, having women well represented in training programs

for leadershíp? Also, is there any risk of women becoming so

'central' to the development process, and such 'organised
managers', Èhat their workload and responsibilities increase

while men's roles diminish? This recognition that hlID cannot

be tacked on to development programs is new for the majority

of development agencies and so it is really too soon to assess

how the policies translate into practice. However, questions

like those above affirm the irnportance of analysing terms and

meanings, and seeing what really goes on in practice.

However, while the language surrounding WID has changed,

how much control do Third ülorld women themseÌves have over

indivídual agency poticy directíons and projects? hlhíte the

structure of donor/recipient remains, it is doubtful whether

Third World hromen and their conmunities will have control over

how development affects them.

!{hile the agency policies analysed here show a commitment

to the role that rrüomen ptay in development, what about men in
Third World communíties? The development process has been

more favourable in its effects on men due to the fact that for
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so long they hrere the only recipients. But the structure of

donor/recipient is fundamentalty unequal wheLher the

recipients are predominantly male or predominantly female.

Is Èhis 'affirmative action for Third lilorld r¡üomen' approach

going to contribute to the buildÍng of an equal and just

community?

The GAD approach, hohrever, aims to take the ínterests and

needs of vromen and men into account. CÀA's draft policy

explains that gender analysis considers both r.tomen and men as

well as the relationshíps between them and their roles in

society and recognises that trthe needs of Ì,tromen cannot and

witl not be met by treating their situation in an isolated

manner. !ìlomen, men and children make up the social fabric,

and interventions to that complex social reality must be

approached in a suitabty holistic fashionrr."o As mentioned,

AusAID utilises gender analysis within its WID policy,

however, the overall policy does not deal with Third hlorld

communities as a whole, nor does it analyse in great depth the

gender relatíonships within those communities. I¡lithout a

restructuring of societal and economic systems it seems

unlikely that both women and men's needs can be addressed by

the development process. f s the ansbrer ÈIAD (Men and

Developnent) as Gisela Geisler suggests from her research in

Zambia? She writes that this would ttcritically consider men's

t'ocAÀ, rrGender and Development Policytr, 2
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often negative effects on household food security and, thus,

national economic developmentrr."' hlhíle Geisler's suggestions

seems to be half in jest, would this approach be a positive

one for Third trlorld communities? À problem wíth the GAD (and

MÀD) approach is that !üomen may be at risk of becoming lost

again within the development process.

rf it were able to be translated ínto practice, the GÀD

strategies may be a possible solution. In the short-term ít

advocates buitding up women's control over resources, having

the means to improve their health and education, and

reinforcing positive roles for women, leading in the long-term

to Rathgeber's rrfundamental reexamination of social structures

and institutions and, ultimately, to the loss of power of

entrenched elite=".'t'In" needs of men are arso assessed under

cAD, thus the approach is (theoretically at least) community-

buílding and not gender-divísíve. However, neglecting to

identify rrrho wiII be doing the treexamining' will do nothing

to alter current situations.

This chapter has discussed the policies of AusÀID and CAÀ

and placed them in different positions within hromen and

development theory. From this the representation of Third

World women that each agency constructs is informed by the IÍID

approach they have adopted to sorne extent, but mostty by their

positÍons within the 'hlest and the Rest' discourse.

"'Gisela Geisler, rrsilences speak louder than C1aímsrrr
World ,Developnent. 21- ( 1-993 ) : L976.

lzt,\ ^Ka{\øber, lQQo ,+QS.
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Himmelstrand believes that the growth of grassroots

bromen's organisatíons in the Third World means that the tirne

is right for women from both receiver and donor countries to
tt join together for a real breakthrough for tromenrr"' in
balancing the po!'rer inequalities between overdeveloped and

underdeveloped communities. The role of Third [rlortd hromen's

grassroots organisations is crucial, and CAA supports a number

of these organisations.

"'Karin Himmelstrand, trCan an Àid Bureaucracy Empower
Women?rr, Women, International Development, and Politics, êd.
Kathleen Staudt, Philadelphia: Temple U.P., L99O, LL3.
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6. CAA Projects and Pronotional Itlaterial

Introduction

In this chapter I wilt be focusing on four examples of

projects that Community Aid Abroad funds, three in India and

one in Bangladesh, along with publications associated with the

AI{ARE programme. The method of inquiry and selection process

for these projects and brochures are as described in chapter

four.

CAA and þhe projects it funds

Projects are identified in a number of ways by cÀÀ

through existing partners and fietd staff; through oxfam

agencies (CAÀ is a member of the Oxfam group); through visits

by field officers or CAÀ project staff; or through direct

requests by overseas organisations."'

Project decisions are made at a number of different

levels, depending on the amount of funding required or the

sensitivity of issues that the project may raise. Regional

committees exist that review country program strategies and

decide on larger projects. Decisions on smaller projects are

made by fietd representatives, regional program co-ordinators,

or the overseas aid program director. rrAssessment of

"'Barbara Rugendyke, rrCommunity Àid Abroadrtt Do:Lnçf_Gggdj-
The ÀUstralian NGO Cornrnunity, eds. Laurie Zivetz et aI.
(Sydney: Allen & Unwin, L99L) 1-99.
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potentiat projects is oft,en undertaken during field visíts,

by either field-based staff or staff from the Melbourne

office, this increases understanding of the proposed

activities and reduces the risks of errors in

communicationrt."o As this sentence indicates, CAA ís aware of

the need for communication between itself and the communities

where the project wiII take place. However, this does not

elirninate the fact that potùer lies in the hands of the agency,

who wíII 'assess' the project also to make sure that it will

be using funds appropriately. There is nothing inherentty

rrrrong with this, âs the discourse within which both are

operating dictates that the donor agency ensures that its

funds are going to the 'most needy'. However, due to the

structure of this 'discourse' itself, the unequal relationship
between the two is constantly reinforced by such

'assessments t .

Important questions to ask about projects are how Third

World ltomen from the local communities are involved in project

decision making and implementation, and what the ulterior
objective of the program is. One of the project selection

criteria for CAÀ states that |tprojects should recognise the

especially oppressed nature of women in most communities and

should ensure that the expected benefits serve to promote,

directty or indirectly, the social and econornic development

"ocÀA, Annual Program Revíew: l-993-l-994 (Melbourne: CA.A,
lees) 47.
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of r,úomen, and lead to their gaining equal access to the

resources of their communityrr.r?s In theory, project

beneficíaries should be involved in all phases of decision

rnaking. However, what occurs in practice is sornething that

would require further analysis. So often women have no part

ín decisíon rnakinç¡, or may be present but unable to articulate

their needs."' In order for a gender and development policy

to rea1ly be effective, resources, time, and commitment are

necessary components. CÀÀ's gender and development polícy is

taking shape slowly but whether the full commitment and

resources thaÈ are necessary for it to succeed are there is
debatable. Commitnent requires understanding by all people

involved of the complex issues that surround gender and

development. An analysis of how projects themselves operate

in practice is not what this thesis has set out to do. lilhat

thls thesis wiII analyse however Ís how Third World women are

constructed by the projects, and for what purpose. In what

hray are inequalities reinforced and what is the relationship

between CAÀ and the NGO communities in Third World counÈries?

The commitment and resources of an agency is an important

Íssue because knowledge and understanding of the underlying

structures within which it operates is something that the

agency must continualty anaJ-yse and discuss.

"ucÀA, rrProject selection Criteriart, l-.

""For discussion of this, see Suzanne Williams, oxfam
Gender Traininq Manual, L994.
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Selected CAA prgjects

The projects to be discussed ín this section are fron

South Àsia - three frorn India and one from Bangladesh.

RUCHT, India

The Rural Centre for Human Interests (RUCHI) is an NGO

in Himachal Pradesh, a remote state in the foothills of the

Hinalayas in India. This particutar project funds avüareness-

raising to give women information on íssues such as health,

the environment, and income generation. This is done through

Mahila Mandals (existing women's groups that have been revived

through the program) , ar^rareness-raisÍng camps, opportunities

for the women to visit other NGos in India, and running

training programs to equip women with management and financial

skiIIs.
fn RUCHf's proposal to CAÀ for continued funding of this

project, they describe the effects it has been having on

women: rrFrom a hesitant and uncertain htoman she has become

a confident woman who is aware of her rights and has a better
purchasing por¡ùer. She has started asking questions and

demanding her recognition and her due sharerr."' Further on

they describe the vroments concern to strengthen their
political pohrer in order to þetter influence and lmplement

policies. Further funding is needed, they explain, because

"'RUcHr, rrPro ject Proposal for
Strengthening of Social Action ín H .P.tt , 2

Promotion and
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this is only the beginning and more support is needed by the

hromen in order to strengthen themselves: rrshe is seelng the

dawn. The day has yet to break for her. ÀI1 this has become

possible with the relentless efforts of a team of activists

and through theír ornTn exposures and educational activities"."'

This last sentence indicates an unequal relationship between

the organisation and the bromen whose day has 'yet to break',

although it must be recognised that this is a proposal for

funding and RUCHI is therefore keen to prornote its own staff

and achievements. This indicates the numerous porârer relations

that are being acted out,. As Parpart writes, rrmany of these

partnershíps Iwith NGO s] exhibit the same insensitivities as

largrer mainstream pro jectsn. "o l{ith alI of the pro jects

discussed here, the project reports by NGo s are written for

the eyes of the donor agency, CAA, and therefore it would be

inevítable, given the structures within which they are

operatingr, that in many cases reports are written with a view

to attaining further funding. How rnuch this affects the

content of the reports cannot, however, be analysed within the

scope of this thesis.

RUCHIts long term vision for women's empowerment is

impressive rrto ensure rdomen's participation at all levels

"tRUcHr, 3.

"'Jane L. Parpart, rrDeconstructing the Development
Expertrtt Feminism/ Postmodernisn/ Development, eds. Marianne
Marchand & Jane Parpart (London: Routledge, L995) 23L.
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of [the] decision rnaking process, be it lon the] political,

social, cultural, [or] economic front ... [and to] enable then

to fight for their rights and against gender

discriminationsrt.t'o hlomen are seen as being active agents of

ehange. A review of the Women's Enpowerment, Program run by

RUCHI Ìdas conmissioned by CAÄ to be carried out by PoornÍna

Chikarmane from SNDT University. Chikarmane observed that,

while RUCHI has played a crucl-al role in supporting vromen,

rrthe women's empowerment programme has emerged as a component

of the overall developmental project/objectívesrr."' She

suggests that RUCHI rrcan effectively create a role for women

ín the alternative devel-opment models thus breaking the

stereoÈypes Isic] roles of rural rdomentt."'

An interesting observation by Chikarmane is of RUCHI's

strategy of not threatening the 'status quo', based on what

she calls their 'professional interventioníst ideology' -
rrthis has made it easier for the community to accept RUCHI's

work and values without being 'threatened' by an external

value system. It has also ultimately resulted in some change

in the elx]isting power strucÈure, by empowering women to be

"oRUcHr 4.

"'Poorni¡na Chikarmane, rrReport on the t{oments Empowerment
Programmerr , l-3. This report ís based on discussions over six
days with staff and women's groups involved in the I¡lomen's
EmpowermenÈ Programme.

"'chikarmane 1-3.
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more vocal against injusticesrr."' Chikarmane believes that
greater changes could be made by RUCHI beíng more vocal

against unjust societal- structures Iike patriarchy.

Advantages to this low key approach may be that an 'external
value system' is not imposed on a conmunity where it is
inapproprÍate. Rather values evolve from the ground up (in

theory anyway). In practice it woul-d be a hard task to
provÍde information and training for women and not impose any

judgements on social and economic structures. Beíng in the

position that they are in, RUCHI cannot hope to remain

ideologically non-interventionist, but it Ís admirable that
they recognise the need for the communities themselves to

start asking the questions about the injustices that they are

facing. Funding for this project has been extended by CAA,

and RUCHI has featured heavily in various CÀA publications

recently. The qroup's work was the July L995 AWARE project

of the month"o and was also featured in the cover sheet which

is sent out with CAAts quarterly magazine Horizons. The

editorial by the Executive Director of CAA, Jeremy Hobbs, in
that issue of Horizons discussed his visit to the Women,s

Empowerment proj""t.'to^

"tchikarmane L6.

"osee Appendix for copy of brochure A.
t3+A

Horrjoy.s 4,t lrqqs) 
=.
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Disha Kendra, India

This project in the Marathwada region of Maharasthtra in

India is organised by the group Disha Kendra. Training

programs are run for local groups with the aim of assisting

the development of people's organísations. In this project

five groups btere assisted through financial support, training

and networking. The six month report stated that a female

activist was incl-uded among the four activists participating

from each group, i.e. twenty activists in aII, witn five of

thern Ìdomen. However, a tshortcorning'hlas observed in the

selection of female activists in that the level of their

understanding of the training program Ìdas low in comparison

wlth the other, í.e. ma1e, activísts. No analysis was given

of why this is so. In the proposal for extension of this

project, one group hlas dropped from the five the one with

the greatest membership of túomen. The reason given was that

attendance by this group tiúas irregular and they did not need

much support. The latter observation may very well be the

case and is a positive sígn. However, this report shows a

Iack of real analysis of women's needs or any deeper study of

why they tvere unable to participate fully in the program.

hlhile observation of the project itself would be required to

make any further conclusions, it is suggested by the

organisation's ovtn report that, while purporting to support

hromen's needs, the organisation does so onJ-y at a superficial

level in this particular project.
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NBJK, Indía

The Pipawar coal mine, incidentally funded in part by an

AusÀID grant, has displaced many villages in Bihar, India.

The Nav Bharat Jagriti Kendira (NBJK) organisaÈion has been

working with rural poor in the area for many years. The

project analysed here looks ahead to areas where nining is

proposed but not yet commenced in order to inform the

vitlagers in those areas and help them to organise against the

proposed rnining.

The tenth of thirteen components in the project proposal

is to set up a rüomen's committee and organise them'rfor their

effective and active role in social transformationrr."u In

most of the other parts of the proposal, however, the

villagers are divided into 'family' units. lilhile thís means

that !ìromen are often lost wiùhin the project (because farnily

heads are assumed to be male), the project does identify htomen

separately in a few cases. The training progrramme of fifty
participants included ten women. A further analysis of how

the vromen participated ( í. e. ütas there space for them to

express their views?), and whether their particular needs vtere

taken into account within the structure of the programme, was

not investigated further.

In a progress report, a protest by the villagers of

Saraiya village was documented, and it was observed that the

"'Nav Bharat Jagriti Kendira, rrProject Proposalrr, 9
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women played a main role in the protest. What emerges from

the document,ation of this project is that the organisation is

aware of the needs of women but that gender-disaggregated data
iSne¿de/,ttzql-
vwould separate the fanily into women, men, boys and girts and

would ensure that no group became lost within all-encompassíng

t,erms like 'family' or 'household'. hlhile the project cannot

be evaluated in practice, the project proposal and progress

report would better indicate that both women and ments needs

were being met by further breakdown of, for instance, what

'participation' in training programs, protests, decision

making, Ieadership, etc, actually entailed. Such an analysis

is the first step in recognising 'hidden' inequalities that

are often left unquestioned by, for example, assumptions that

having ten women in a training program means that they are

benefiting from that program equally with the male

participants.

Saptagram, Banqladesh

Saptagram Nari Swanirvar Parishad (known as Saptagran)

is an NcO in Bangladesh that began in 1-976. llomen in

Bangtadesh are generally not as potitically organised or have

as many avenues to articulate their needs as women do in
India. The achievements of Saptagram are worth documenting

here because of this, but also because of the content of the

projects.

CAA is currently funding a literacy program run by
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Saptaqram. The impetus for the literacy program came about

in 1983 when a demonstration by landless !üomen and mên was

staged over low waqes. These women and men realised that they

must become literate in order to be able to read the amounts

they hrere being paid, and demanded that this education be part

of Saptagram's programs"'. Literacy gives hromen greater self-

esteem, better understanding of their oppression and how to

fíght it, while al-so lessening dependency on Saptagram staff

(a key result towards which Saptagram is always moving).

Literacy is viewed by Saptagram as a means to an end in

fighting hromen's oppression, and for thís reason they have

desigrned Iiteracy material that is relevant to the

participants and portrays !üomen in a productive and non-

stereotyped manner. The IiÈeracy programme aims to provide

an education that women witl be able to relate to their own

Iives. For example, in studying the word 'Ríghts', the

student learns how to spelt the word, while at the same tirne

Iearning about. their rights as human beings and as tìtomen, hovt

to achíeve such rights, and how it will help change their

Iives.

The tong term goal of Saptagram is to build the

organisational ability of women to participate effectively and

on their own terms in the development process. The emphasis

"'The origin of the literacy program is always documented
by Saptagram when it recounts its history. Thís places the
impetus and initíative for the program firmly in the hands of
the women and men themselves, and not the staff of Saptagram.
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is on groups gaining skitls and knowledge to operate

independently. This is an example of a project that is aware

of the need for women to take control of their lives, as well

as recognising the need for the underlying oppressive

structures, in this case the literacy programs originally
produced by males, to be transforrned.

CAÀ rrAI{ÀRE[ Publications

In an attempt to probe further into the CAA gender and

developmenÈ approach, four years of AWÀRE Bulletins (sent

nonthly to ÀlilARE contributors), from Juty L99L to Juty l-995,

r,ùere analysed by looking at both the text and photographs.

Questions asked of the bulletins were how many photos there

tùere, what each photo depícts, and whether the photo relates

to the text. In addition, other details about the projects

$tere noted, in particular the language used to describe a

project. What became apparent was that a number of projects

rrvere focussed so1ely on !ùomen.

The number of photos in the bulletins ranged from one to
three. One photo was always on the front, and one or two on

the middle spread. Fifty percent of the bullet,ins featured

projects that rdere specifically targeted at h/omen, i.e. the

títle specifically said that the project hras for womenr or

rrüomen htere the major 'beneficiaries'. Eighty percent of the

front photo covers included vùomen ín the shot, compared to

only thirty-six percent that included men. Of the front cover
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photos, fifty-five percent featured $tomen on1y, t¿hile only

fourteen percent featured men only. A smalI number of photos

hrere of groups of children or of buildings or land. The

photos themselves show a mix of passive shots, i.e. the person

is 'posing' for the camera in a passive stance, and active

shots, i.e. the person is in the process of doing something.

The majority of the photos relate to the project, although it,

is obviously difficult to relate the passive photographs to

the project. Photographs can never be accurate reflectíons

of the whole lives of the people photographed, however a

constant depiction of communities in passive stances

constructs them (in the minds of the majority of Western

'readers') as people who are being 'done to'. Third World

hromen, already assumed to have a passive role in society, are

doubly mis-constructed in the mind of the Western reader.

In the four years of AIVARE bulletins, half of the

projects were specifically targeting women (as determined from

the project title and the text), while the other half either

targeted the community or men only. The fact that eighty

percent of front covers included !úomen in the photographs is

representative of the mix of projects in this four year

selection. That fifty-five percent of front cover photographs

represent women only is also representative of the fact that

half the projects target vüomen specifically. In other words,

the people depicted in the photographs corresponded to the

project participants.
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The text varies as to how it describes the projects and

the communíties. Included !üere some phrases such as

Itparticipate at their ohln pace on their ovün terms in the

modern economyrr, ttthey are encouraged to . . . rr and rrthey have

learnt it, is important to . . . rr. hlhile these are in no vtay

negative, neither do they present an image of peopte who are

independent and knowledgable. The first phrase raises the

issue of modernisation theory in the dominant development

discourse. Ram writes that the development model that

registers a country's success based on that of Western

capitalism ignores other aspects of a community or society.

She argues that the democratic potitical culture that exists

in Indía ís tra vital component in any genuine enquiry into the

bases for women's and men's status, self-esteem and self-worth

[which] do not even begin to show up in the economistic

comparison of the success stories of Hong Kong, Singapore and

Koreat'."' This raises the question of whether the community

that CAA talks about really had much of a choice in

'participating in the modern economy'.

Examples exist where Third World htomen are given a

'voÍce'. An example is that of Lusey Goro, Co-ordinator of

Maprik Distríct CouncíI of hlomen in Papua New Guínea, who is

quoted saying that trall proqrams led by EScOVil are based on the

betief that two things are necessary to permit, the full

"'Kalpana Rarn, rrCrítical Understandings: The Politics in
the Language of Developnentrr Hofizons 3.2 (1-994) 8.
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participation of women in development - firstly, basíc needs

nust be met, and, secondly, all negative social attitudes and

actions which work against btomen must be challenged and

change¿tt . r"e This quote does two things it shows the

commítment to and understanding of t,romen that the organisation

(ESCOI{) has, and it gives one Papua New Guinean tùoman a chance

to speak (although Goro cannot be seen as representative of

all women from PNG, and nor can she be seen to represent a-LJ.

the r'üomen from her comnunity). A description of a project

that is written solety by some unidentified person, or by a

CAA Program Staff Member does litt1e to dispel the perception

that Third lilorld communities, and particutarly women, are

unable to speak for themselves, and reinforcegthe pohter of the

donor in the tpartnership'. The majority of the AÍ{ARE

bulletins are written by unidentified people and contain no

quotes from the communities themselves, although there have

been small changes to correct this recently.

rr!{omen Want Waterrr Proìect

Àn example of the photograph revealing something about

the project is the project in Ethiopia titled rrWonen lilant

lilaterrr."' The women's association in the town of Inchine ].ed

the push for a committee to address the lack of water. The

"'See Appendix for copy of brochure B.

"nsee Appendix for copy of brochure C.
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front cover photo for the AvgARE bulletin is titled |tThe

Inchine community supplies labour to build their water supplytt

and shows six men, one of thern holding a pipe, and all facing

the camera, while the one woman is on her hands and knees

facing a$ray from the camera. This shot suggests to the reader

that the $romen in the community do the work while the men

stand around (and get aII the credit at the same tine the

reader is more like1y to notice the six men facing the camera

than the one woman on her hands and knees). The inside photo

shows the Inchine Water Committee - containing six men and one

hroman. The bulletin devotes a section to the !ìIoman on the

committee, Fantai Gembremeskai, but the other two photos are

likely to shroud the posítive story that she has to teII.

Having such a photo on the front cover gives it more weight,

than the other photos, while the text is secondary to the

photographs, as visual representation is more Iikely to

represent treality' ín the reader's mind.

eÀÀ Þrrrmotional Material nf^Iì l l wanron rraf v.rrrr ai d?ll

The Gender in Development Group within CAA have generated

some acut,e observations about, the language surrounding

development and particularly womên. À brochure promoting

ÀUIÀRE from a couple of years ago was entítled rWill women get

your aid?r r1a0 and raised a number of questions about educating

'ooSee Appendix for copy of brochure D.
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donors (or prospective donors in this case) about women in
development and the languagre which continues to oppress women.

The critique argues that issues and not people need to be

targeted, leading to the reversal of images of hromen as
þÙ'rerrn

objects, ot as people who have things 'done tov' as opposed to

people who are utilising opportunities'o'.

The tttllill women get your aid?rr brochure fails to give any

real indications of how rdomen are making use of the

opportunities made available by CAA projects (the very notion

of 'getting aid' reinforces that the women are not part of an

equal 'partnership'). This is one example from the brochure:

Hundreds of women ín Southern India hrere victims of
extortionate money-lenders who charged crippling
interest rates. They asked CAÀ/Freedon for funds
to set up a savings and interest-free loans scheme.
Now they are free of the clutches of the money-
lenders. offering loans through an aware project
is a good test of involvement - after complet,ion of
repayment the people know they have truly earned
the benefits.

lilords and phrases such as'victims'and'free of the clutches

of the money-Ienders' do not do much to represent the women

as having strength and being in charge of their own futures.

The overwhelming image of these btomen remaining from this
paragraph is that they are passive and powerless. Even the

fact that they asked CAA for funds is constructed to reinforce

this image.

lilhile the brochure does aim to raise aîdareness of the

'u'cÀA Gender in Development Group, rrNotes on the brochure
'WiII hromèn get your aid?'rr, 3.
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strengths of the Third lilorld communities CAÀ t¿orks with and

to foster notions of equatity and partnership (notions which

are debatable as previously discussed), the fourth point nakes

cÌear what the brochure is aiming to do raise funds by

convincing potential donors to join the AWARE program. This

convincing is done by:

The many [Western] people who have visited projects
on one of our annual study tours. They have seen
our supporters' money at work. Careful monítoring
of your donations ensures that the money actually
gets there, âs well as being put to the very best
use.

If this is not enough to convince the reader, a long quote

from a current ÀWÀRE member, r,üho is also a teacher and a study

tour participant, is also included. No quotes from the Third

World women themselves are Íncluded - it seems that potential

donors are more tikely to believe 'one of their ol¡vn', however

detached from the actual projects this person may be.

Literacy and the Environment brochures'o'

Other more recent Aware promotional brochures deal with

the topÍcal issues of literacy, water, and the environment.

The literacy brochure again gives no real sense of the project

participants as powerful or active. For example, a quote

about the effects of ittiteracy is from an unidentified and

unknown person. The pohter to change the situation is
presented as being a1l in the hands of the donor rryou can

'o'See Appendix for copies of these brochures E & F.
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help them by gíving...tt. Unfortunately, this may weII be what

donors need to hear in order to be convinced that their

donation will be wisely spent. The two photographs in this

brochure are relevant to literacy - the first depicts what is

assumed to be participants at a literary class (the picture

is cropped to show only two hands), and the second, children

in class. The depiction of body parÈs has long been

criticised by feminists for its effect of portraying women as

a sum of parts rather than as a whole. In particular, the use

of brown, female hands here is a signifier for rrotherlr. The

use of whíte hands, despite the fact that many communities

participating in the Iiteracy classes would have white skin,

would not have signified the same thing to the reader. As

Spurr writes, trthe body is the essential defining

characteristic of primítive peoplesrr.'n'

The AúIÀRE brochure that focuses on the environment

provides a positive and actíve account of a forest watch group

that aims to prevent further illega1 togging in Churchar,

fndia. The group ís led by 84 year-oId Dalrety. hlhile all

three photographs of Dalrety present her in 'passive' stances,

she ís given space to express her ohtn views on the

environment. The emphasis on potential donors joining the
rrGreening the Wor1d Teamrr may be a move toward changing the

unequal recipient/donor relationship. Hosrever, while

'o'spurr 22.
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reference is made to the reducing consumption in the lilest, it

is written in such a sray as to shift direct responsibility

ahray f rom the potential donor. It says that rrreducing

consumption levels in rich countries is even more crítical

fthan smalter families in the Third World]" it does noÈ

sây, ttyou and T must reduce our consunption levelsrr. In this

respect, within the text of the brochure, players on the

ItGreening Teamtr are stilt not placed in equal positions.

In order to improve the publications that CAA produces,

the Gender ín Development Group offers the suggestion of

atlocating more time so that wider consultation would be

possíble. I believe this consultation should aim to promote

greater discussion with Third I¡lorld communities, CAÀ and Third

World NGO staff, and hlestern donors in order for there to be

better understanding of the relatíonships between them aII,

and how those relatíonships should be represented. At present

CAA has ídentified the ímportance of grender, and actively

promot.es hromen's needs through Aware bulletíns and promotional

brochures, but the time and resources are needed to further

analyse gender and develop greater understandÍngs of how

port,rayals of Third I¡lor1d t^tomen through text, photographs and

poticíes can reinforce their position as subordinate. Ialhat

is needed is an analysis of aII publicatíons, a set of

informal guidelines for production of publications, education

about the irnportance of photographic and textual

representation, and a person whose sole purpose is to
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coordinate gender within the project division.

lilhere to for Western aqencies?

The fine line between representing Third Worl-d women and

marketíng of CAÀ's donor programs also needs Èo be analysed

in more detail by CAA. The Gender in Development croup noted

a major criticism of the rr!ùill women get your aid?rr brochure

in that some people sa!ìI it as manipulation of Third World

r¡romen's positions for marketíng purposes. CAA must be careful

that Third ülorld hromen do not become objectified for the sake

of the donors. Aihwa ong writes, rrhowever welt-intended in

their goal of exposing the oppression of Third t¡lorld women,

feminist scholars have a tendency to proceed by reversal-: non-

Western r,rromen are what hre are notrr.'oo A hlestern donor agency

ís in a simil-ar position with regard to presenting Third tdorld

hromen as 'Other' in order to obtain donations. As 'Other'
Third [¡lorld women are able to be'helped'by Western donors,

to be given lilestern resources and expertise to help them get

out of their present situation and move into a modern society

more like (but not the same as) the hlest.

Ong conÈÍnues that Westêrn feminists need to maintain a

respectful distance, rrnot in order to see ourselves more

clearly ..., but to leave open the possibilities for an

'ooÀihwa ong, rrColonialism and Modernity: Feminist Re-
presentations of Women in Non-Western Societiesrrr Inscriptions
3/4 (1.e88) : 87 .
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understanding not overly constructed by our ot'ün

preoccupationsrr .'ou Àgain, this 'distancing' that ong

advocates for Western feninists can apply to Wester donor

agencies in some respects. Portrayals of Third $rorld l¡vomen

through agency policies, projects, and brochures are Ínformed

by hlestern preconceived constructions, and such a 'distancing'
may also allow self-representation by Third World vtomen to

develop. Would this mean polícies and brochures written by

Third tÍorld communities? Would this be a means to unbalancing

the current power inequalities that exist between

donorr/recipient? How much are self-representations by Third

I¡lorld Ìdomen themselves constructed by the dominance of the

West?

These practical questions for the future are what these

Iast two chapters have hoped to reveal or initiate.

DeconstrucÈion of the text here has made possible an

understanding of the process by which the doninant discourse

in which a development agency is positioned constructs and

reinforces the construction of Thírd World htomen. This quote

by Bhabha reinforces the analysis that has been undertaken

here:

The point of intervention should shift from the
ready recognition of images as positive or negative,
to an understanding of the processes of
subjectìfication made possible (and plausibte)
through stereotypical discourse. To judge the
stereotyped inage on the basis of a prior political
normativity is to dismiss it, not to displace it,

'ouong 87.
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which is only possible by engaging with its
effectivity; with the repertoire of positions of
power and resistance, domination and dependence that
constructs colonial identification subject (both
colonizer and colonized) .tn'

This analysis of the construction of Third lilorld women has

shown that it is not whether an image ís deemed positive or

negative but the recognition of how that image is constructed

that is important. Understanding its construction reveals

ÍLs 'effectivity' and the complex intersect,ions of power and

knowledge ín whÍch the discourse is situated.

'ouBhabha i-g-9.
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7 - Concluding Remarks

What this thesis has set out to do is to problematise the

construction of Third World $tomen through Àustralian aid

agencíes' WID/GAD policies, their projects, and Èheir

pronotional material. By problematising how Third World vùomen

are represented, I hoped to make more visible how an aid

agency itself is situated within the dominant discourse of the

hlest, and thus needs to recognise its part in reinforcing the

construction of Third Wortd women as 'Other'. Chapter five

also demonstrated the different positions that CAA and AUSAID

occupy r¿íthin the developnent discourse as indicated by their

different approaches to women and development.

Hotrever, making visible is not the same as destroying or

transcendingr'o'and therefore there needs to be discussions of

alternative strategies that can begin to create neht

relationships and new ways of communicating that may

eventually transcend dominant discourses like that of the

'West and the Rest'.

Both femínism and postmodernism have engaged in debates

about a number of issues that have been raised within this

thesÍs. New voices are adding themselves to the discussion,

revealing possible new strategies.

'ntMaynard l-9.
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The conclusions drawn frorn analysis of the debates

surrounding WIDTzGAD, tl,rromant and feminism in chapters two and

three show that the term 'Ì,rroman' does not need to be abandoned

even though ít can no longer be used as a unitary category.

Neither can the principles of feminisn, i.e. Western ferninism,

be applied indíscriminately to non-Ialestern societies. These

terms, constructed as they are through historícal change, wiII

remain relevant by changing meaning as history dictates.'o'

What is most important is a recognition of how meaning is

constructed. As Bhabha writes, ttin order to understand the

productivity of colonial power it is crucial to construct its

regime of 'truth' ... only then does it become possible to

understand Èhe productive ambivalence of the object of

cotonial discoursetr.'o' In this thesis textual analysis ütas

employed in order to understand how Thírd Worl-d l¡tlomen are

constructed in two development agencies.

Chapters fíve and six deconstructed AusAfD and CAÀ

T¡IID/GAD policies, and cAA pro jects and brochures. The

meanings drawn from these indicate the extent to which the

'úrlest and the Rest' discourse and Western feminist discourse

inf luences the construction of Third World lrlomen here. Even

within the policies and brochures of CAA, often referred to

as the 'thinking person's' development agency, the agency's

'o'Maynard 22.

'o'Bhabha i-9.
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position as donor, and thus holding the power, is reinforced

by the construction of 'Third World women' as lacking both

agency and voice. This is particularly evident in the

promotional brochures that reinforce the donor/recipient

relationship in order to convince the potentíal donor of the

'good' that they will be doing if they donate. CAA locates

itself within the GAD approach in that it recognises that WID

approaches of integration' are not addressing the real issues

of injustice ín the world. CAA also recognises the effects

of aspects of the WID 'efficiency' approach as advocated by

the World Bank, in particular the Bank's structural adjustment

programs, and challenges this type of approach,

ÀusAID's posítion wíthin the development arena is

concerned more with Australia's position within the world

economy and the regrion than is CÀA's.1uo This emphasis leads

it to view Third hlorld women's contribution in an economic

sènse, âs the analysis of its vilfD policy indicates, placing

its strategy for women and development broadly within the

' efficiency' approach.

How irnportant is aII this anyway? Do Third hlorld women

care about how they are portrayed in [¡lestern aid agency

po1-icies or brochures? lrlhile these are valid questions, they

are not the íssues that thís thesis set out to address.

Rather I have tried to show how the portraits of Third útlorld

'uoÀIDAB Corporate Plan ? L994-96 , 8-9.
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women are constructed, and how they perpetuate the 'hlest and

thé Rest'discourse by placing Third T¡lorld r¡tomen in a position

of subordination. This thesis is not tooking at the realities

of Third Wortd hlomen's lives, nor is it trying to present some

sort of alternative representation of Third l¡lorld hlomen. r

am hoping to reveal ne!ìr ûìrays to work 'outside' of the dominant

discourse in order for more realistic representations to

emerge. By anatysing how a lilestern reader constructs tthird

ütorld hromen' from the texts presented, I have shown how this

construction takes ptace, âs weLl as how it bases itself on

something other than the lived experiences of Third World

ûùomen.

The current debates offered by Third lrÏorld and I¡lestern

feminists can help to creat,e new spaces into which development

agencies can move. Despite being tied to the inequatities

inherent in the donor/recipient relationship, these

alternatives can offer new paÈhs for development agencies that
h¿io Lr¡

fiây, eventuallyrvy'edefine the meaning of 'development' itself.

These alternatives, outlined in chapter three, offer new

meanings to terms such as 'coalitions' and 'partiality'. The

conclusion from chapter three is that coalitions need to be

built between groups coalitions that, are strategic and

recognise that the people within them consist of many

different voices that do not necessarily agree but are bonded

together by a joint need for survival, i.e. survival in order

to move towards the future. This does not mean that,
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everyone's concept of what is required for survival wiII be

the same. The concept of speaking from a position of

'partiality', acknowledges the partial knowledge and the

different needs we aII have that are constructed from complex

interactions of race, class and gender. We can continue to

speak from our positíons of knowledge as long as hte identify

þoth their incompleteness and constant state of movement, as

weII as that each claim to knowledge is situated and local.

As Goetz writes, rrthis sounds like an impossibly unstable

concept of feminist consciousness as a self-contradictory

and continually shifting, re-anchoring identity. But it is a

process necessary to the project of reshaping what and how we

knohrtt . tut

How do these concepts of coalition and partiality apply

to development agencies? What emerges most clearly here is

the need for agencíes to recognise the complexities of Third

Wortd üronèn's lives and to be able to wríte about Third hlorld

hromen without speaking for thern or forcing then to fit into

the model already constructed for them by the West. Agencies

need to critically examine the images they produce that

reinforce the dominant construction of Third lilorld t"omen.

There are examples of nerd approaches by Western and Third

World development agencíes that questíon their position within

the 'development' arena, and the positions of inequalities

'u'Goetz , L99L, L51.
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that exist within it. Many of these have arisen from the

debates emerging from ülestern and Third Wor1d feminism. one

example, is found in the need for coalition building for

developrnent agencies as expressed in this quote: Itrn the end,

the greatest opportunities for equal partnership may come from

relationships in whích funding does not play a big part, such

as South/North networking for solidarity and lobbying

purposesfr.tu'

I will conclude with a quote from Said on orientalisrn

that sums up what r have hoped to achieve withín this thesis.

He wríÈes:

My analysis of the Orientalist text places
ernphasis on the evidence, which is by no means
invisible, for such representations as
representations, not as 'natural' depictions of the
orient The things to look at are style, figures
of speech, setting, narrative devices, historical
and socíal circumstances, not the correctness of the
representation nor its fidelity to some great
original .'u'

tu,

workshop held at The Cherwell Centre, Oxford, England in May
L9_93 (Oxford: Oxfam, L994) 57.

t"said zL.
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with skilled staff, aresource centre and expertise in
a range of technical progranls. RUCHI is well
placed to shale its ex¡rcricncc ancl hcl¡r to -uui<ie the
u rrl k ¡t-ctltcr.illg gt¡ttps

Or cr thc lirst Iii r- \ cirls. ¿ì nct\\'olk ol-nine snrall
rroups hits hr'r'n c'stablishe'tl Monthly rìrcet¡ngs

lrc hcltl irncl RUCH I nssists thc -group-strcn-sthen-
inu process throu_sh infìllnlation sharing. plannin,u
corlr¡ìroll projects. u'orking to_gether on issues, re-

sourcc sharing. training in hunlan rt:sourcc devcl-
opnrent. project plann in_e and tonÌulation, account-
rn_q etc.

Othc¡' assistancc lìrr snrlll agcncics includcs
exchan-ue visits rvith other groups. training work-
shops and hclp to obtrin other sources ol fi.rnds.

The aim is to have a concerted developrnent effbrt
thror¡slìout thc r illascs ol-Hinrachal Pladesh.

Your Contribution:
Corrrrrrunitl' Aid Abroad ftrlds will cover the nìod-
cst salaries of the womcn's program coordinator
lnrì tìrul fic'Id * orkers. costs of vu ornert's nreeti ngs.

aw areness-raising camps. arrd costs associated wi th

thr' pronrotion of snlrll sociirl action grotrps.

Yourcontribution wi I I help to bring appropriate
development to the poorest ofthe poor. especially
tlrt' ucrrllen' in a retrlote part ol lndia' 

tNHp/RCH/DC

Also supported this month
Health project of the month
(',rnrrrrnilr Åitl.,\lrrrlrtl's Alrictrrr ¡rrrrjcct pilrtrìcrs
ol'ten ask l'or help to get resource nraterials (written
rnd audio-visual) on a range of topics such as

heaìth, gender, environrnent and literacy. Such

resources help the work of local organisations,
especialìy for training and education

Thìs project will allow Community Aid Abroad to
nreet specifìc requests for resource nlaterials.

AFGE/CAA/DA

App rop r i ate Deve I op me nt
for the Himalayas

INDIA

N

a

a-

Wotn(n dt d neetitlg inVoltru Dlnrvilluge

Ft¡ntt ctsrcr: Mctnber.; tú tlrc VOHRA DHAII villoge
vottrctt"s grou¡t

Pltot¡ts: Ilntct Eudy

Te.tt: Bruce Eady (Cr¡ntntunitt Aid Abroad)

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
N.S.W. GPO Box 1000, SYDNEY 2001 Ph:264 1399

A.C.T. GPO Box 1323, CANBERRA 2601 Ph:257 4472

Victoria 156 George St, FITZROY 3065 Ph:9289 9444

Queensland 102 McDonald Rd, WINDSOR 4030 Ph: 857 6888

South Australia 5 Hutt St, ADELAIDE 5000 Ph:223 3405

Western Australia 99 Hay St, SUBIACO 6008 Ph:381 3144

Tasman¡a 1 13 Harrington St , HOBART 7000 Ph: 34 3870

For enquiries about AWARE contributions
phone our free line 1800 088 1 10

id Abroad

Conrrnunity Aid Abroacl is a non-prolìl organ¡sîlion rcsponding to tlìc

causcs ol' povcrty in our world il¡rd rìot just thc syDrploDrs

^cN 
055 108 616 CC29r7l

Abroad
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MIRGTD WITtl IRIED()M TR()M HUNGER

MERGID WITH FRIEDOM FROM HUNGIR



this month's projectaware program
ilONlHLY PROJECTS ÍHAT TACKLE POVERfr'S
CAUSES - I{OT JUST TS SYMFÍOMS

Location:
Rajgarh, Hirnachal Pradesh, India

lmplementing body:
Rural Centre for Human Interests (RUCHI)

Background:
Himachal Pradesh is one of the most mountainous

states of India, covering the foothills of the Himala-
yas north ofDelhi through to some ofthe high passes

bordering Kashmir and Tibet. The majestic beauty

of the area belies the harshness of the environment
for the many thousands ofvillage people who popu-

late the remote valleys and hillsides. The weather

can be extreme in winter and communications and

infrastructure a¡e poor, requiring most communities
to survive on self-reliance with little outside help.

Despite the hardships, the people of Himachal
Pradesh have a strong culture ofself-reliance. a sense

of community and an affinity with the land.

Non-government development agencies have not

srown as rapidly in Himachal Pradesh as in some

other parts of India. Those that cio exist have to cope

s ith locisticitl tliflicultir's and isolation.

One of the leading agencies in sottthern Himachal

Pradesh is the Ruraì Centre tbr Hutrran Interests
(RUCHI). which Cornmunity Aid Abroad has been

sr.rppor(ingsince I 991 Theyhavecontactsindozens
ot'rillages around Rajgarh and rvith other snrall

grt'rups in ad.jacent clistricts. They are rvorking prin-

ci pirl lr in tht' areas ol' laltcl itnil \\'¿ìtet' llìaniì-qellìcllt.

irppropri ate technolo-ey. wonre n' s de velopmen t. and

\trcnstherì¡ng snlall local ot'ganisittions.

The Project:
Community Aid Abroad is supporting two major

elements of RUCHI's work which it recognises as

having high priority.

Support tor women
Firstly, the position of women in rural society in

Himachal Pradesh has been carefully analysed by

RUCHI. The analysis shows:
. women are often the poorest of the poor and carry

a disproportionate workload in everyday life;
. women are often the key to development;

. improving the status and well-being of women will
usually lead to overall improvements in village
life.

RUCH I has fìrstere<J dozens ol' wolncn' s grou¡rs

with the aid of women field workers - a strong

network now exists across the district. Benefits

resulting from the formation of the groups include:

. The groups provide a forum for women to meet.

discuss issues of mutual inter€st. practise new

skills in a supportive environment and takejoint
action.

. Lite¡acy classes have been introduced in con-
junction with awareness-raising, resulting in

fîå,ï..""Odence 
and knowledge amongst

. Practical programs such as small-scale savings

and credit, and training in spinning and

weaving, have boosted women's incomes.

' Approximately 1,000 women

from 50 villages are now involvecl

in these programs
. Direct action ha-. bcen taken bv

some -qroups on issttes sttch as

inrproving public transporl. stop-
ping thc brewing ol- locaì illcgaì
alcohol. ancl lobbyirtr: Lo h¿trc it

fènralc doctor at Rajgarh Hos¡rìtll.

Ruchi's support for other
groups
The secrrnd area rtl' Cttlnnltttlitr
Aid Abroad support to RUCHT is

thcir networking wilh small socìal

action ,vroups around Hìntachal

Pradcsh. Beìng a Iat'-uer agcne-r'

Villuga oI JAJAR w'hich has o

RUCHI supported wontett'.s ,qruuP
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"We are also involved in a Social Action Com-

mittee which we set up to look at what the
government is doing. If the government says
that there's a liquor ban on and it comes oÍf
without the women knowing, so women have to
mobilize because there are lots of problems
when it's off . We need a watchdog committee."

- Lusey Goro

Women have demonstrated that they are now an
important organised force in East Sepik Province.
In the recent Provincial Government elections
ESCOW successfully campaigned to have their
president elected. Laura Martin is now Minister for
Finance, with considerable influence in the current
East Sepik Government.

The Project
The expansion of ESC0W's activities over recent

years led to the need to build up a strong administra-
tion and co-ordinating centre in Wewak. Now, how-
ever, there is a need to restore a balance to the
program and to concentrate again on rural needs.

This project will therefore fund the buildingof an
extension to the well-used Maprik District Women's
Training Centre. The extra room will provide space
for more "tok ples" literacy classes and a place
where teachers can join Donatus Apila for training
and materials production.

A thorough review of training materials and
programs for rural women in Maprik will also be
undertaken in conjunction with them. pApN,/MAp/c

Fronl photo:
Lusey Goro, Co-ord¡nator Women's Council,

pr¡nting l¡leracy l-sh¡rb lo ra¡se funds.

Photo: Elizabelh Cox.

Reg¡stered by Auslralia Post - Publication Numb€r SAW1068
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Expansion
of Training
for Rural Women
Maprik District,
PAPUA NEW GUINEA
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Donalus Ap¡la,
Tra¡ning Cenlre.

coilecting cØking luel lot the Women's
Pholo: GIenWs Bomanes - CAA/Freedom

,orNf AcT¡oN AcArNsr PoVERTY AND SOCTAL TNIUSTTCE

Community Aid Abrmd is a non-prcfit organistion rGponding to

the €uses of poverty in our world and not just the symptoms
(A.C.N 055 208 636) cc29173

Auslralian Pr¡nting Sp€c¡âl¡sß - (08) 352 :ó33
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"While Europe's eyes are fixed on mighty things,
The fate of empires and the fall of kings;

While quacks of State must each produce his pìan,
And even children lisp the Rights of Man;

Amid this mighty fuss just let me mention,
The Rights of Woman merìt some attention."

address on "The Rights of wom-", *"""YffIt å,"rinT
it's been a long struggle . ,

BONUS aware THOUGHT



this month's projectaware program
MONfHLY PFOJECfS fHAT fÂCXLE POVEFTY S

CAUSES _ ilOI JUST iIS SYMPfOMS

Location
Maprik District, the largest of the four districts of

East Sepik Province, Papua New Guinea.

lmplementing Agency
Maprik District Council of Women, a member of

the East Sepik Council of lVomen (ESCOW).

Background
Over the past 17 years, ESCOW has been planning

and conducting training programs for rural women
to participate in an equal and active way in the
nation's development. The organisation has, over
this time, been built "from the bottom up". Its
foundations are the concerns of local village
\r'omen's groups and much of its strength lies in the
commitment of the women leaders of the four
districts, and in the programs conducted out of their
local training centres.

"lVe train our own trainers; provide our own
training materials; plan, conduct, resource and
evaluate our own training. All prograns led by
ESCOW are based on the belief that two things
are necessary to permit the Íull participation of
s'omen in development - firstly, basic needs
must be met and, secondly, all negative social
attitudes and actions which work against women
must be challenged and changed."

- Lusey Goro, Co-ordinator oÍ
Maprik District Council of Women

Mapnk Disù¡cl Wonens Trein¡ng Cente -
Ten years old atd reaq lor expans¡on.

P h oto: G leny¡rs Fl onanes

ESC0W's early focus was on agricultural train-
ing and primary health care. Now there are also
programs in appropriate technology, handcrafts
production, distribution of basic medicines, family
planning and a pilot small-scale credit and business
development program in Wewak, the provincial
centre.

Literacy and awareness programs have become
very important, given a 7570 illiteracy rate. In Maprik
Distric[ 156 volunteer teachers have been trained to
teach in the local languages (tok ples). Materials are

interest to the women

;TJå1"t 
planning'

Sixty five such "tok ples" literacy groups and
pre-schools operate in Maprik. They are coordinated
and supported by Donatus Apila with the aid of his

faithful mountain bike. Donatus is one of a number
of young men in Maprik who decided to work with
thè women's organisations, forming themselves
into awareness task forces and attaching them'
selves to village and district women's centres.

In more recent times ESCO1V has grown increas'
Com'
Ption
ng ln



Maria Strintros, CA,A Program Olficer for the Horn ot Atrica wr¡tes:

Fanla¡ Gembrcmeskal is no skanget to the hardships endurcd by
women. Not ¡s she a slranger to soc¡al and political injustice.

From a very eaily age, Fanlai Íoughl against the brulal Mengistu
regime by leading lhe women's associalion lo rejec! the rcgime's
pol¡cies olelhnic d¡æriminalion and depivalion. lnsleadshe worked
lo crcale economic and vocalional oppotlun¡lies lot women and lo
make accepleble the r¡ght ¡o educal¡on and padic¡pation in commun¡ty
a c ti vitiæ and governm e nL

On the Esue oÍweter Fanta¡argues, ". . . every wnan undei-
slends lhe burdên ol walet shodages. A lol ol tlme ¡s losl In

exactly whal heppened. Fanla¡

women's assoc¡alion lo
br¡ng lhe problems olwaler
shonagas lo lhe allention ol
lhe ¡own's adm¡nislnlors
end lhe community al latge-
Togelher rhey collecled
money and helped lo lorm a
Water Commiltee. Fânlei
was unanimously voled as
I h e wo m e n's rcpresen la li ve
lo lhe Commiltee

Ouilng my v¡s¡llo lnchine,
Fanlai descìbed lhe prcjecl
as a rcb¡fth Everywhere we
wenl ¡n lhe lown, men and
women grceled Fanlai wìlh
familiar¡ly end tespecl
Even lhough welet ¡s nol

Phot@eph: Grãheh Roman€s CAA

running lhrough lhe laps yel, Fanla¡ says, ". - - slnce the projeca
slerted wa alreedy læl l¡ke ve arc dr¡nk¡ng the wdter. Can'l you
sæ the smlles on ou laæs?" ln meetings men listen lo her, and are
always alen and ready lo accepl het views on communily ma¡teß.
Fanla¡ ls the voice ol ¡he people.

A molhet ol live children, Fanta¡ has personally expeilenced the
lyrcnny ol welet collecl¡on- Now ¡his chorc has passed on ¡o her
deughlers who w¡ll lind iteas¡er as a resullofthe new waler syslem
Belorc wd lell lnch¡ne, Fenlei mol¡oned me lo jo¡n her away hom the
other commi¡lee membeß- She poin¡ed lo æmelhìng close lo her
hearl and then reached ¡nlo the lronl of her dress, rcmving whal
turned out lo be a passpotl. To acquire such an expensive and
presligious ilem, Fante¡ hes seved lot yeaß lo gel lhe passpod lot
het eldesl daughle| This is nol because she ¡s likely lo use ¡1, bul ¡l
lhe oppodun¡ly ar¡ses she wanls her lo gel an educat¡on W¡lhout
an education, as Fanlai says, ".

conslderd bllnd."

U

Your Contribution
the contribution you make to the Inchine Water Supply

Project will providea permanent andclean domestic water
supply to the entire Inchine comnunity. CAA will fund
the purchase of materials (pipes, pumps, etc.) and will pay
for the technical labour needed.

By supporting this project you will be rewarding the
initiatives and effort of the community and supporting the
principle of community involvement and ownership. For
women in Inchine, having water so much closer to home
will reduce the hazards and burden of water collection; it
will also improve their own health and that of their child-
ren and the community in general. Amr/osHD

Project Repo
Aware contributions funded a community health project

in April 1992, through the Guatemalan Assæiation for
Education and Development The prcjæt aimed to work
with 26Tdisplaced people who had fled to Suchitepepuezon
the Pacific Coast bæuse oÍ the longand violent civil wa¡.

A recent report o{ the prcject gives an honest assæsment
ol seve¡al areas oÍ dilliculties. These included a "handout
mentality" at some clinics, distrust and fear amongst the
population, and extreme dispersal oÍ the d¡splaced.

Advances included the tnining oÍ health promoters and
the supply of community medical equipment. Meetings of
Iæal midwives have been held to share information with
the new health promoters, lhe læal popvlation - mainly
pær landlæs peasant Iamers - have become involved.

the report indicates that theprcjæt has Iaid theground-
work for Íurthï development of traditional medicine,
particularly in tackling mental þealth problems. At a time
when there are few basic education or health services for
the poor in Guatemala, this'project oÍfers hoçæ for the
future.

Front pholo:
The lnchine community supplies labour lo

build lheir waler supply.

Pholograph: Oromo Self Help Organisation

Registered by Australia Post - Publ¡cation Number SAW1068
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Abroad

Community Aid Abrmd is a non-profit organisation rsponding to
the €uses of poverty in ør world and not just the symptms.
(A.C.N 055 208 636) CC29r73

Aus[alian Prinl¡ng SfÆialists - {08} 352 5533

Women Want Water
(Water Supply Project)

lnchine - Oromo Region,
ETHIOPIA
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PEOPLE.TO.PEOPLE PROJECTS THAT

lACKLE THE CAUSES OF POVERTY
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"Two-thirds of the world's households usc a water
source outsìde the home - and the water haulers are
ìnvariably women A person needs 5 litres a day for
drinking and cooking, 25 more to stay clean. The

most a woman can carry in comfort is 15 litres"

- From New Internationalist Magazine No.207

BONUS aware THOUGHT
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this month's proiectaware program
MONTHLY PROJECIS THAI IACXL€ POVERÎY S

CAUSES - flOT JUST IIS SYMPTOMS

The Place
Inchine is a small but bustling town with a population of

7.000 people, located 78 kms north-wesl of Addis Ababa, in
the Ethiopian region of Oromia

The People
The s omen o[ Inchine and their [amilies

Background

W¡th no water âvailable to them, some families are being
force women, traditionally responsible
for w required to spend several hours a
dav s in increasingly distant regions. ln
In¿hi for 3-4 hours a day, sometimes
twice a day, through rugged and slippery terrain.

The trek is arduous and back-breaking for the women
w-ho carry
backs. In t
s ith wom
tacks b-v w
existaieoftencontaminaledbl'chole nd
unfit for human consumption. The en
and the communities in general is ge he
water scarcity coming on top of an alr et.

development of a water system

field visits, OSHO agreed to raise funds and help to install
a water supply system.

The lnch¡ne Water Committee
Photograph: Gnham Romanes - CAAEIrrn

The Project

The com
according t
Each point
people cons
will ensure
the next 25 years.

Communitv labourers have assisted in the construction
of the new system whilst the overall management of the
water system rests with the community. Inchine residents

have been selected by the commun¡ty for training in the
operation and main tenance of the water points and col l€ct'
ion of user tariffs for spare parts and running costs.

Community Participation
The will and commitment of the community to identifv

and carr
to the su
ity has
defining
offering
trainees
Committee's efforts to collect funds from the community
itself, wh ilst not sufficient to cover the costs of the project '
shows how important community organisations are in
getting things done and addressing the issues that affect
their lives.
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WHAT MAKES AWARE SO SPECIAL?

. D¡rcct Partneßh¡p
MGI prcjæts are ¡mplemented d¡rtrtly w¡th our
partners in the villages. l 

'b 
don't have to FEs funds

throu€h any intemat¡onel headquarteß.

. Êvaluatlon

Bæaus we are so clæ to our projæt parhers,

re can walEte poæt succsses and failur$
w¡th them ¡n great depth. After almost 40 yeaß,
re hile dweloped vast exper¡ence. The qual¡ty

and efüctivenss of our prc¡ects ¡s exü'aordinary.

. Focus

Our evaluation has highl¡ghted the groups of pæple
m6t l¡kely to m¡ss out on convent¡onal development

- women and landless tr¡bals for example. so we

carefully ælæt a¡d projects that w¡ll fæus b€nefits

on thes groupE in the v¡llag6. the "pmrest of
the pæ/'

! Pæple Po$€r
CAA/Freedom! strength is ìts astonishing depth of
volunteer support in Austral¡a. Thousands of hours of
t¡me and effort are put ¡n by CAAJFreedom Grcup
and Comm¡ttee members, because they know

CAA/Frædom proiects do work.

. S€ÈFor-\'lruælf TouE
Each yeer arcund fifty volunteers pay for a plâce on a

CAAJFreedom Study Tour to lnd¡a or Central Amer¡ca

for example- lhey see for ttìemælvs ttìe courage
and sk¡ll needed by our prcject partners to overcome

the enormus obstacles ¡n the path of justice fortle
pær They s the næd, they s t}le slutions, they

sæ that the a¡d really gets there.

Monthly AwARE prciæts tackle the causs
of æverty-
r Help fishing fam¡l¡es ¡n lnd¡a rega¡n the¡r right of

access to riwfs.
r Provide Menb l¡teracy train¡ng ¡n Bangladesh

. Support Primary Healti Care ¡n Thailand.

COMMUN¡TY AID ABROAD
FREEDOM FROM HUNGER

AWARENESS FOR CHANGE

Many of the problems of the poor rcrld can be traced to
t,le Ðcesses of the r¡ch world. Tha¿s a fact many ¡n üìe r¡ch

world mld ratñer rct face. lhefs a fact we want to bring
home to many Australians.

Thrcugh d¡ræt commun'Ët¡on w¡th the 180 CM/Freedom
rcluntær grcups in Ausù-alÞ. Through informetion on aid,

development and relat¡onships betwn r¡ch and poor

Becaus as long as the rich remain i€noÉnt, aid will be
m¡n¡mal and m¡sdiræted, and lhe efforts of people to
imprcve tlemslres counteracted and rendered useless.

And the pær w¡ll reru¡n m¡sundeßtæd.

And m¡streated

AWARENESS FOR JUSTICE

ln Austr¿lia as rell as ¡ntemat¡onally. Because rac¡sm and
poverty are not obren¡ties that occur only overs€as, we're
ass¡sting in a numberof Aborig¡nal €us.
And we're campa¡gning !o stop the practices of
transnat¡onal coDorations wh¡ch explo¡t the pöoror ruin
our global env¡rcnment,

And re're h¡ghlighting the defìcienciE in the Austral¡an
Governments a¡d program.

And more.

Becaus, finally, that ¡s the reâson ior CAAJFreedom's being.

Just¡ce.

Econom¡c lust¡ce. Social lustke.

For all p€ople.

A partneFhip with the pær-

JOIN
Ain/ARE
TOÐAY!
Commun¡ty Aid Abroad

AC.N. 055 208 636
Prinlod ú læ./6 mlded p.per

Rå¡s¡ng awar€n€ss, Ra¡slng mæy.

CA /Frædom nil E¡*s around eightæn mlll¡on dollaE
each year for a prcgGm tlat ¡ncludes awarenes ra¡s¡ng

prcjæts, rcmen's prc¡æts, health prciæts, productbn
projects, education pro¡æts, employment poects,
commun¡ty deaelopment prcjæts, l¡teracy and

mot¡vationel pro¡æts.

CAA/Frcedom is a genuine Australian commun¡ty-based

oBanisat¡on and is funded and gowrned by volunteer

supporters.

CAA/Freedon bel¡eves that until we understand the
prcblems of the pær rcrld there can be no real peace

in ourrcrld.

That until re limit what we cdsume there will be rc real
just¡ce ¡n this mrld.

That there can be equel opportunity. For all pæple. And

that re m6t work for it beñrre ¡t is tæ late.

HOW TO JOII{ AWARE TODAY!
1. Cmpl€te the tearctl authorisation fom..
2. tl you have authdised a monthly deb¡t tuom
your bak, build¡ng sc¡ety or crad¡t un¡on
a@nt, pl€as enclos€ a blilk chequ€ or
depos¡t sl¡p merked CANCELLED. I wiil be ussd
to vs.ily your bak acæunt numbor.
3. Post the tom to Reply Paid 5529, AWARE
Program, 7 Hult Sùeet, ADELATDE 5000. ([ you
prsfer you æn fd your fom to Fd No.
(08) 232 1 887.)

The Conmunity Nd Abroad guarcntee
to every AWIRE membet:
Yù N¡nfð,ln øiþþ øbol ol,out btplb,t. Í,þu N
wktt lo @rcd q afø twgila, slfrtpry pl'æ Wn He Ø
ttÉ.ttæt 

^W^nE 
hp Ø ladt 08t 110 (lÉ @il).

Y@ will dw a ndút y ptw bul/€/l/n a^d èn Mtdl
sralþrwtt ú tsr |õ.t+drdô/€ önafÆ. fhilk yott wy
reh lorl<in¡,Ú AWAÆ-

tll¡ll women
gpt Your aid?

COMMUNITY
AID

FREEDOM
IROM

aware program

AND SOCIAL



Women in poor countries often
work twice as many hours as
men, for one-tenth of the ¡ncome.
They p¡oduce helf the food, but
often eat last and less than the
rest ot the family. Women own
only 1% oJ lhe world's property
So if you want to help break the
cycle of poverty, he part¡cipation
ol ¡Yomen should be of prime
¡mportance in lhe cho¡ce of
projects you support. You will
become a partner with them by
joining Community Aid Abroad/
Freedom From Hunger's AWABE
Program, lnstead of giving
charity handguts that treat

symptoms but ignore causes, AWABE lets you lake your
concern to the hearl of the poverty problem.

HOW DOESAWAREWORK?
When you jo¡n AwaR E, you g¡ve at least Sl0 (tax

deduct¡blel each month Through Commun¡ty A¡d

Abroadi Freedom From Hunge/s world-w¡de network,

a spec¡al pro.iect is ælected that ¡s ¡n urgent need of

fìnancial support. The prcjects in As¡4, Afr¡ca, L¿tin

America and the Pac¡f¡c are community-based self-

help projects that tackle the CAUSES OF POVERTY.

Every month you get deta¡ls of the selæted projtrt

So you le¿rn more and more about world poverty

wh¡le you help to lìght ¡t

Ma¡l the coupon and jo¡n AwAR E loday. ltb the

effætive, cre¿tive alternat¡ve to char¡ty. lt makes you

a partner with the pær

OUER¡ES? Phone Br¡an Hobbs on the direct AWARE

l¡ne I 18OO 088 110 (free call)

MONTHLY PROJECTS THAT
TACKLE THE CAUSES OF POVERÍY -

NOT JUST THE SYMPTOMS

Whose idea ¡s the proþct - an outside
agency or a local group? What happens
when the money stops?

Ð Ooes ttre prolect focus only on the needs
( ot¡naiv¡aualsZ

J ç,q¡r¡r""¿om recogniss that amongst'the
p@rst of the pæ/', the m¡nd and sp¡rit frequently btrome
as emac¡ated 3s the body. Re-bu¡lding commun¡ty spir¡t ¡s

esent¡al, so AwaRE prcjects help ind¡v¡duals who were
prev¡ously powerless to see their common interest with

othe6. Th¡s læds to un¡fied efforts through wh¡ch

co{perat¡ve lrength ìs rebu¡lt, and the whole

commun¡ty þenefits

THE WAY TO HELP

lf yd wânt your pemnal contribution to the World's pær to ha€ a lal¡ng impact, there are some questions you should ask -l
Hundreds of women ¡n Southem lndia were v¡ctims of

extort¡onate money-lendeß who charged cr¡ppling interest

rates. They asked CAA/Freedom lor funds to set up a

savings and interest-free loans scheme

Now they are træ of the clutches of the money-lendeß.

Offer¡ng l€ns through an awÀRE prciæt ¡s a good test of
involvement - after complet¡on of repayment the pæple

know they hâve truly earned the benefìts.

I Uow does CAA/ Freedom ensure that the

,¡7 poorest p€ople actually benefit?
É ,-*rrr*om F a gu'r organrgaon wnrcn rs nol

pârty-pol¡tic¿l But CÂA/Freedom is very much aware of the

pol¡tical ¡mplicat¡ons of prcjects A village ¡rrigat¡on scheme

may only benef¡t the wealthy Iandowners unless the pærer

v¡llagers have the power to detqrm¡ne where tJle water gæs

and who gets ¡t. Many AwARE projects a¡m to ass¡st the

pær ¡n form¡ng cNperat¡vs and villaee comm¡ttees.

Thjs new polit¡cal power will ensure they have access to

resources prev¡ously den¡ed to them.

Does the money really get there?
Yes Just ask one of tJle many pæple who have

visited prcjects on one of our annual study tours.

They have seen our supporters' money åt work Careful

mon¡toring ofyour donat¡ons ensures that the money

actually gets there, as well as be¡ng put to the very best

use This ¡s h* your money really works:

HOW EVERY
DOLLAR WAS USED

t¡t 1995/94

73 csts

Program -
Prcjects
Educalion &
Campaigns

22 ænts
5 cents

F/rã¡sine ðr
PromotionCen Adm¡n

Amounls bâsed on CAA â@unls ftr 1993y'94í¡nenc¡al yeer
- lully aud¡lâd eæounls ãva¡lable.
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IXDIA
A farmers organisal¡on has
p@led one-¿cre blæks Lo

farm co-operatively and
break their clependence on

- the monevlendeß- Their l¡ves
4 ¡¿ve impioved significantly

\ ---
ãl*

fREEDOM
FROM

HUNGER

COMMUNITY
AID

aware prcgram
', thanks to the generosity of

i. AÍAREmembers
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Perspective
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Poveftl ¡s not caused by high b¡rIh rates Poveriy ts a barrier lo people

choosÌng to have fewer children Poor fanilies see theî childrcn as keir

only capilal - lheir only source of weallh - lheir only hope fot the Íuturc

It's not sutpt¡s¡ng that large fantlies are popular.

B¡fth ßtes beg¡n Io drop only when people have economic secuity, better

heallh fac¡l¡t¡es, ¡nueasdd opportun¡t¡es and status fot wonen Precisely

the corc ob¡ectives ol CAAprciecß.

It's nol only ke nunbq oÍ pæple which detenn¡nes envircnmental Ìnpact.

Equally impoftant ¡s how much each peßon uses

People ¡n the nchet counlries account fot \hree quatlers of all the

resources and energy ænsumed - and cause most of the pollutton.

Encouraging smaller families is ¡mporlant for both lhe env¡rcnnenl and

for developnent. Reducing conswnpt¡on levels in ilch counlies ¡s

even norc cilt¡cel.

Making a regular, substantial AWME donation nay nean giv¡ng il piotit/ over

olher ¡tems in yout budgel.

Here's why we think AWARE deserves a high pioity...

i\'': slrelch !û,ii r-l ,or'i¡tion...
We nultiply your money! Thanks lo tax deductibil¡ty. And natching

governnent granls - somet¡nes S3 Íot $1 Not foryeutng the connuntty's

own conlribution of labour and naterials - all out prcjects are based on

nol hand-outs. And revolving loans nean lhe grant is re.used

several lÌnes!

A yeat's contribution at $50 a nonth can fund a prcject wonh seveel

lhousand dollaß

We nake surc lhe noney gels ¡herc And carelul evalualion ensures that

fulure projecls beneÍ¡t fron past experìence

We run a l¡ght sh¡p! 1ur costs are pared lo lhe nin¡num, thanks ta

trcnendous volunleer suppoft and slreanlined administralion

C'..: Prcj ¿ct:i r,,-ùik b ec.riis:...
They're sell-sustaining. The projecls keep go¡ng when they are no longer

receiving aid.

They're based on selfhelp, There's no loss oÍ digntty. No risk of

dependency.

Focus is on those in grcatest need.

Pt¡ot¡ty is given to wonen.

They'rc cost+ltective. Many projects provide longlern benelits for less

lhan 520 a head.

øut prcject padnerc erc carclully selected. They're local, non-govennenl,

comnunity-based grcups The best people lo work closely with the poot. To

lelp them undersland why they're poor. To l:elp them develop the resources

to overcone lhe¡r povefty - and lhe¡r environnental prcblems

makes a
world of
difference

The aid programs which have the best chance af br¡nging about

pemanent change in ke lives of the poar require us to conmit lunds

overe3loSyearpetiod.

AWAßE members' pledges prov¡de the assured fulure incone to nake

these conmilnents

We need many nore AWAàE menbers to expand these long-tern

progftns.

t-lro fl{11./
Community Aid Abroad
We are the lugest Ausfalkn non.govennent oqan¡sat¡on woúing
on connuntty-based prcgans lo end hungü and povefly.)ur annual

incone is cloæ to $20 nillion.

In 1992 Conmunity Nd ltbroad nd lhe Austnliân Frcedon Frcn
Hunger Canpaign meryed. Between us, we have a vast anount of
experience in helpng disadvantaged people Io transforn their lives.

Abroad
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And of course...
our projects are
environmentally friendly.

Join the
Tearr Today

Choose AWARE?Wh
Regular giving

Meet Dalre

oin AWARE

MERGED WI'IH FREEDO¡¡ FROM I.ILJNGER

7 Huft Steel" Adelaíde 5000



Join our Greenirg the World Tearn
Disappear¡ng forcsß, polluted iveß, soil ercsion, starvetian, disease -
the problens of environnent and developnenl seen endless But lhere

are solul¡ons Solulions which are being ¡nplenented by out woid-wide

teen of development wotkers and suppoders

)ne nember ol our leam ¡s Dakeil, a silver-haied 84 year-old

gandnother Írcn Chuchar, a village tn the lnd¡an Stale aÍ Bihar. Dahef,/

is the leadet ol a forest watch gtoup which a¡ns to prevent lufther illegal

logging.

Their work is vital because delorestaüon causes so nany problens lor

lhe W. Ptoblens like lhe sc¿rcity of hrewood and the increasing úance

ol prolonged droughß Nol long ago Dakety's village had five years wik

no ru¡n - and no havest.

The najorif'1 of people in the woild arc ltke Dalret/ and het connunity.

They l¡ve a subs¡slence lifeslyle and depend on ke env¡rcnnent lot nostly

free supplies of food, fuel and bu¡lding malerials - even medicines

Fot them, canseying the envircnnenl ìs not nerely a quality ol life issue

It's a questton of suuwaL

Thal's why growing norc tees is an ìncreasingly ¡npoftant paft of the

wotk wh¡ch Connun¡V Atd Abroad suppatts ln one lnd¡an project alane,

connuntt¡es arc planling one mill¡on lrees

IoinAWARE

|oin a
gfov\ring

tearn
Comnun¡ly A¡d Abrcad has a large end grow¡ng tean of wafuers and

suppoílets

Dahety's exanple has led hundreds of wonen in her region lo take similar

kinds of action.

0u lotal prcgnn has a leañ oÍ hundrcds oÍ thousands ol peopte ¡n SA

countties workng an 500 prcjecß

Then there are ïhe 12,000 Auslraltan nenbeß. They contibute to aur rcgulat

glving progran, AWAßE, and help to fund lhe rcst of the tean's wotk.

t\te're aheady nak¡ng a difletence fur decision lo þin AWARE will make

an even bigget difíerence

...4 World ol DiiÍetence.

. - j .i . \' ¡ .- - _. -)
Though nol all AWARE prcjecß have |he envuonnent as a pt¡naty Íocus,

envircnnental ¡mpact is always an impoftant paft al projecl assessnenl.

Other ¡nponail featurcs of AWA4E projecls tnclude a facus on wonen,

connunily heallh, training and self-help

l. '- i;ii:''i lia,- a:'.. /i ,a -- ,.
, lnproving fish catches in Saulhem Thailand lhrough conseruing and

teslot¡ng the nangrove lorests where the Íish breed.

,1'ee planling programs ¡n Eitea and many ather countties The lypes of

lrees planted are likely la be detemircd by the people's needs far t'ood.

Íodder and firewood.

, Setting up ecologicalfams ¡n rhe Fhihpp¡rtes
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literacv and

populatioÍr. ..
reasons for choosing

AWARE regular giving
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" (Education of girls and women is) a crucial factor
in lowering fertility rates, as well as reducing infant
mortality and promotiug economic growth."
Federico Mayor, Dìrecør General of UNESCO.

It's a comon assmption that people in Thi¡d World
countries ue poor because they have too mmy children.
Ourexperience shows that it's more likely thatpeople have
luge families because they're poor.

Poo¡families see children as theironly capital, theironly
source of wealth. their only hope for rhe future And when
so mmy children die before their fifth birthdây, it's not
surprising that luge families are populu. In any case, when
adequate food, clothing md housing are beyond your
means. contraceptives æen't likely to be at the top of your
shopping list!

Birth rates begin to drop only when people have better
health faciliries, improved economic securiry and, most
importætof all, when women have increased opportuni-
ties mdstâtus. Precisely the core objectives of Community
Aid Abroad's projects, in which literacy training plays such
a crucial pan.

Making a regul{, substærial ÀWÀRE donation my mffi
giving it priority over other items in you budgelHæ's why we

think AWÄRE desewes a high prioriry

We stretch your donation...
. \ile multiply your money! Thanks to tax deductibility. A¡d

rotching govement græts - sometimes $3 for $1. Not
forgening the comunity's own contribution of labour md
materials - all ou¡ prcjects ue bæed on self-belp, not hæd-
outs. And revolving loas mean tlrc grmt is re-used several

times!

A year's contribution at $50 ø runth canîtnl a prcject wonh
seve ral thousand dol Lars

We make sure tlle money gefs there. And caeful evaluation

ensues that ñiNe prcjects benefit frcm past experience.

We run a tight sbip! Our costs æ pùed to the minimum,
thuks to ûemendous volunteer suplþrt md strem-lined
administ¡ation.

Our projects work because
They're*lf-smtaining.The prcjects keep goingwhen they're

no longer receiving aid.

They're bæed on self-help. There's no loss of dignity. No
risk of dependency.

Focus is on those in gmt€st need,

Priority is given to women.
They're cmtaflective. Many prcjects p¡ovide long-tem
benefits for less thm $20 a bead

Our projæt pârtnem are erefully selæted. They're læal,
non-govemment, community-bæed groups. The best people

to work closely with the poor. To help them understand why

they're poor To help them develop tbe resources to overcome

their poveny thrcugh their own efforts.

makes a world of difference
The aid prognms which have the best chace of bringing about
pemüent chuge in the lives of the ¡nor require us to comit ñlnds
ove¡ a 3 to 5 yeu period AWARE members' pledges provide the
assured fun¡rc income to Eake thew comitments. We need mmy
mo¡e AWARE membeß to expmd these loog-tem prcgrm.

Help expand our programs of lasting change

Jom

AWARE
How much to give
Ofcouse, this is entircly a matterforyou adyourbudget! Over 1000

AWARE members give $50 ormore a month. The avemge monthly
contribution is $25 If this is beyond your means, my reasonable

mount given regululy is a valid ÀWARE contdbution

Remembet that qll donatioß øre rax-deductible ( ínsteod of receipts,

we prepare and send you ø stqtemert of your dorutions to Jwe 30
eøch year). For average income eamers, a $50 ø month contríbut¡on

entítles you to a refund for lhe year ol 821 3, reduc¡ng yout net cost

to just over a dolbr a d,ay.

Increase world literacy for
a dollar a day

Join AWARE today

Abroad
. for eXample
In Kerala, a south-westem state of India, literacy has

risen to 9 l7o, compùed to 5270 for India as a whole. Since
education and health have improved, the birth rate in Kerala
has dropped to halfrhat oflndia as awhole. In facr- the birth
rate in Kerala is now almost as low as in the U.S.A.

We æ the lùgest Australim non-govemment orgilisation working on community-based progrms
to end hunger andpoverty. Ourænual income is close to$20 million.ln 1992 Comunity AidAbroad
and the Australian Freedom F¡om Huger Cmpaign merged. Between us, we have Ð immense
amount of experience in helping disadvmtaged people trmstbm their lives.

On the other hancl. ,rr

can hrlp thclll br !r :ll

One billion people

would give anything

to learn how to read

and write



...à dollar a day

literacy:

If you give $30 a month to Community Aid Abroad's

AWARE progrm- about adolla¡ a day 
- 

in a year you' ll
have funded a literacy progm for an entire community.

In retum, you'll get a brief monthly bulletin letting you

know how we plm to spend the curent month's conlribu-

tions and giving you news of previous prcjects.

For the poor the benefits ae immeasurable.

Literacy transforn¡s their lives.

No longer will they lose their land because ¡hey couldn't
read the moneylender's contract -
"The money-lender told me to pw my thumb-print on the

paper. I didn't know what it said, butnow I know I signedfor
an interest rate of 1007o on my loan.''

No longer will fmers die because they cmnot read the

safety instructions on a bag of pesticides.

No longer will babies die because their mothers can't read

medicine labels.

I\l
\

the Frrst step on the path to development

Literacy is a tool for the poor to have more control over lheir

lives. It gives them access to infomation beyond their own

experience. It enaóles them to live in a bigger world.

But being able to read and write doesn't on its own end

poverty. It's functional literacy which the poorneed to help

them identify the causes oftheir poverty 
- 

an essential Frrst

sÌep towards overcoming it.

With funcrional literacy. people choose key words in their

lives (examples míght be money-lend.er. sickness, haruest,

water) atd leun to read and write these words first. They

discuss why lhese words xre ¡mportant, so introducing new

words; the training continues in thât way Every word

Iemed is relevant to the daily lives of the pânicipcnts.

With tunctional literacy. people rapidly gain reading and

wricing skills. They also gain greater control of their lives

because they become more aw¿re of their problems and

possible solutìons.

Pboto: Pooch Hawkes

Tmining l00litøæy tr4itr6 for ùe Sqp¡dgrmwmm's
fwtiooal litræy pojdiûBægladsh (whæ only4%
of women æ literate). 12,000 women æ exfrcted to

æmplele the comc over a3-yea period.

Also in Bagladesh, we're helping the Sun Flower or-

gæisation work with 90 groups of rual pær in 26

villages.

And in O¡issa, me of India's pærest Søæs, we're belping

Haiþ and tibal group to run 20 educa¡ion centres for
a total of850 children.

Othe¡ impctant [eaûr6 of AWAR"E projects include the

involvmenl of wmm, mrimmøl issu md self-help
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Not all AWARE projecn tbcus on literacy But it's an

important aspect ol the majority ol our 500 projects in 30

countries. Exrmples ìnclude: Prinled on 757o recycled, oxygen bleached paper




